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Introduction
According to Carol S. Pearson in Awakening the Hero
Within, everyone is a hero on a quest to find his/her self,
and, after finding self, his/her purpose is to return to
transform the world (1).

When the hero is questing for

wholeness, he/she is guided by twelve archetypes:

Innocent,

Orphan, Lover, Caregiver, Seeker, Destroyer, Warrior, Ruler,
Creator, Magician, Fool, and Sage.

These archetypes

strengthen and enlighten the hero at each stage of the
journey, if the lessons are learned and the dragons are
slain.

If a hero fails to learn the lessons and slay the

dragons or represses the archetype, he/she may then be
possessed by the shadow, the negative form, of the
archetype.
Each hero's journey is different according to which
archetypes are present in the hero's life.
journey includes thr.ee major stages.

However, each

As Pearson writes,

each journey includes the "preparation, the journey, and the
return" (8).
(12).

The archetypes come to us when they choose

The way in which heroes move through their journeys

is rarely linear.

Instead, the archetypal journey occurs in

a cyclical or spiral pattern.

Pearson writes that "the

final stage of the journey, epitomized by the archetype of
the Fool, folds back into the first archetype, the Innocent,
but at a higher level than before" (Pearson 12).

Each time

a hero encounters an archetype, the hero learns new lessons,
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gains new insights, and develops a deeper level of his/her
self (Pearson 12).
Although the archetypes are within every hero, they
also can be found in legend, myth, art, religion, nature,
and literature.

In fact, literature often shows the

struggle of a hero on a quest.

The quest is a psychological

journey and/or a literal journey from home to battle a
dragon and make the kingdom safe.

The twelve archetypes are

present within the hero, or the hero may encounter them as
internal dragons (shadow archetypes within the hero) or
external dragons (shadow archetypes in others).
Arthurian literature is an example of a legend that has
heroes on quests or journeys guided by the twelve
archetypes.

Often these heroes are knights on quests to

prove themselves worthy of the Fellowship of the Roundtable.
Another quest is the Grail quest to heal the king and the
kingdom.

No matter the quest, the twelve archetypes are

guiding the hero, and the success of the questor is
dependent upon his/her integrating and maintaining a balance
of the archetypes within.
Traditionally, Arthurian heroes have been males.
Females are secondary characters.

According to Carol S.

Pearson and Katherine Pope in The Female Hero, when "the
hero and central character of the myth is male

women

are seen as secondary characters, important only as
obstacles, aids, or rewards in his [the male hero's]
journey n (4).

One could argue that women in literature are
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heroines, not heroes.

However, Pearson and Pope write that

to view the male as the hero and the female as a heroine
"injects patriarchal sex-role assumptions into the
discussion of the archetypal hero's journey" (4).

Such

assumptions limit the exploration of the archetypal journey
making it inaccurate and incomplete (Pearson and Pope 5).
Therefore, females should be recognized as heroes, not
heroines, when discussing heroic action (Pearson and Pope
5).
In a nontraditional use of the Arthurian legend, Marion
Zimmer Bradley in The Mists of Avalon retells the legend
making the females the central characters.

Women are seen

as more than obstacles, aids, or rewards to males, and they
are the heroes who refuse to be defined by patriarchal
terms.

The female characters go on their own quests and

seek to transform themselves and the world.

The female

heroes' twelve archetypes are seen on the journey in the
same manner as the traditional male heroes' archetypes.

The

archetypes may appear at different times for females than
for males because of the society's or culture's gender role
expectations.

According to Pearson:

"Although we are

heroes at every stage of the journey, how we define and
experience heroism is affected by which guide [archetype] is
most active in our lives, culturally and individually" (7).
Their heroic journeys, therefore, may seem different than
the males' heroic journeys; nevertheless, the females'
journeys are still heroic.
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This study uses Pearson's theory of the twelve
archetypes and the heroic journey to analyze the Ladies of
Avalon, Viviane., Morgaine, and Ninaine, as heroes on their
o�n individual quests in The Mists of Avalon.

Determining

which archetypes are active in the lives of the Ladies of
Avalon illuminates each character's motives and development.
Examining the archetypal journey also aids the reader in
understanding the heroism of each character as she
challenges the patriarchy.
Viviane, Morgaine, and Niniane are unique characters
because their roles as rulers of Avalon give them not only a
large amount of responsibility, but also a large amount of
power.

Also, the women have sim�lar quests.

Each is

fighting against the Christian patriarchal repressio� of
women and of the Goddess.

They are struggling to keep

Avalon and the Goddess in the wo�ld.

Although all of the

Ladies are major characters, Mor�aine is the most dominant
because it is her story.
novel.

She na�rates the majority of the

Therefore, a large portion of this study focuses on

Morgaine.
This study is organized intc five chapters, one chapter
for each character except for Mo�gaine.

Because there is so

much material on Morgaine, chapters two, three, and four are
devoted to her.

Chapter two discusses Morgaine's

preparation for the journey, and chapters three and four
focus on Morgaine's journey orga�ized by stages in
Morgaine's life according to her age.

The charts which
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follow on pages six and seven from Pearson's Awakening the
Heroes Within explain the twelve archetypes and their shadow
forms.
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The Twelve Archetypes
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ARCHETYPE

GOAL

FEAR

DRAGON/PROBLEM

RESPONSE
TO TASK

GIFT/VIRTUE

Innocent

Remain in safety

Abandonment

Deny it or seek rescue

Fidelity, discernment

Trust, op1imlsm

O rp han

Regain safety

Exploitation

ls victimized by it

Process and feel
pain fully

Interdependence,
realism

Warrior

Win

Weakness

Slay/confront It

Fight only for what
really mauers

Courage, discipline

Caregiver

Help 01hcrs

Selfishness

Take care of it or
those it harms

Give without
maiming self or
others

Compassion,
generosity

Sccl,cr

Search for better life

Confonniry

Ace from It

De true to deeper
self

Au1onomy, ambition

Lover

Bliss

Loss of love

Love It

Follow your bliss

Passion, commitment

Destroyer

Metamorphosis

Annihilation

Allow dragon to slay it

Let go

Humility

Creator

lden1i1y

Inauthenticity

Claim It as pm of the
self

Self-creation,
self-acceptance

Individuality,
vocation

Ruler

Order

Chaos

Find its consm,ctlve uses

Take full rcsponsibiliry for your life

Responsibility, control

Magician

Transfo, ma lion

Evil sorcery

Transform It

Align self with
cosmos

Personal power

Sage

Tru1h

Deception

Transcend ii

Allain enligh1cn111en1

W isdom,
nonaltachment

fool

Enjoyment

Nonaliveness

Play !ricks on i1

Tnisl in the process

Joy, freedom
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The Shadow Sides of� Archetypes
AACH'ETYP'!:

SHADOW

Jnnoccnt

EV1dcnccd in i op2city for dcni.ll so tiut you do not let
yourscl( �aw what is r�lly going on. You m.JY be humn�
yourself lnd others. buc you '1111"\ll not admowlcdgc. it. You m2Y
knowled ge u wdl. Or.
•uo be hurt. but you will n:prcss
you bdicvc wtuc others szy �n •hen their pcnpccrivc is
directly counter to your OW'tl inner knawing.

Includes lhc slr=s (luring olhcn &om lhdr queso), scduce13
(uS1ng I= for conquest). sex or rcLadoruhJp addlcu (fcclln1
:iddietcd to lOV't:l. 2nd 1nyonc who ls uruble to szy no when
p,.s:,loo descends, or Is coc:ally destroyed when • loYu leaves.

uu,

Orph•n

The vie.rim. who bbmcs his or her (ncompctcncc. im:sponsi•
bilicy, or even predatory bchzvior on other, and o:pcco: .spe•
ci.:1.l crc::icmcnc and exemption &-om life �ausc he or she hu
been .so vicdmiz.cd or is so ft:a�lc. When this Siudow of the
positive Orphan is in comrol o( our Uvcs,, ,w,: will aruck t"Ycn
people who :arc crying to help w.. Jurming them and oursc!YC:S
simuluneously. Or. we m.21 colLtpK ·:md become dys func•
dond (I.<., -You on·, expect 2oything from me. rm so
,-,,ounded/hurt/incompcrcnt1.

\½rrior

Crutor

50: ��

Rule,

The vilhin, who wcs W.nior slalls for person,! pin wilhout
lhought of mor:allty, ethic, or lhc good of the whole group. le
i..s 2lso .acti'Ve In our lives any tfrnt wic red compelled co com
promise our prindplc:s in order to compccc. win. or get our
own W7f· (The shadow Winior i.s DfflJ)2nt ;n the business
world 1od:,y.) It L, •I.so seen in 2 t<ndcncy co be condnu,lly
h2p
cmb,ttlcd. so tlut ooe perceives vim,ally everything
pens u 2 slight, • lhre21, or • cluJlcnge to be confrnntcd.

uu,

C.uegivcr

The pcrfcctionbt. 1lw.iys smving to mu.sure up to zn impos
sible gcnl or to find the "righr" solution. We sec thL, In peo
ple whose m;iin Ufe •ctlvity i:, self-improv,:mcnt, going from
the halth club to )'Ct ,nothcr ,cl(.(mprov=cnt course. etc.,
yet who ncve:r reel rc:ady to commit to accomplishing :any ..
thing. (Thu i:s the p,lhologiol underside of the hum,n
pocendal movement.)

Dc5troycr

lncludc.s 211 .self.dc:sa-ucrive bch.mors-addictioru.. compul
sions. or 2crivic:ic::s th.at undcrralcc ladmacy, art.er success. or
sclf-cscccm-ind :a.II behaviors-such u emodorul or physial
:ibwc. murder, t2pc-tlu.t h2vc c!escrucdve cffccu on ochcr1

The O!TC cyn.m. lnsUd.ng on his or hu own wzy ind bani.sh..
ing cre2d.ve clcmcnc:s o_C the lcingdom (or the psyche) to pin
conaol 2, �ny price. Thi.J is the King or Queen who indulge:,
in sclf,righccous r:ages 2nd y,Us, -Off with hL, hud." Often
people •ct thu .,.,. when lh cy 2n, In posldoru of 2ulhority
(like P2rendng} but do not yt:t lcnaw hc,w, to handle the :tn:cn
danc responsibility. Thls also includes people who arc mori
v:itcd by a saong need co conm,L
The ml sorcucr. cr.ms£onuicg bcm:r imo laxr opdoas. We
- in such evil sorcay ;myumc.,.. bcmdc ouncha or
..,other, or lessen opdom md pooal,i1kics. =wdDg In
diminisbcd ,d!..csrz,cm, The .&adaw Mapd.m 1s also me put
of us capable of making ow,d,,a md othas Ill tbroup
Deg>d¥< cboug}m md dODS.

The suffering m.,nyr, who conao!s olhcrs by m2ldng them
feel guilty: "Look •• •II l'v,: 3'1ai6ccd for youl" 1, evidences
luclf In ,II m.,nlpuhdv.: or devouring bcluviors, in which lhc
individu:.al usc:s arct:aking co conaol or S1U0t.hcr others. (lt is
:.also round ln codcpcndcncc. 1 compulsive need to czke �re
or or rescue ochers.)

S«kcr

Shows loclf u obscsslv-c. aodng so lh>t ,o m.any pos,ibili
des ue being lnugincd th.at none an be aacd upon fully.
(You might nemember a film oiled Tlic l'Mmpkln Eaur. in
which 1 woman got pregnant t:V"CfY dmc she 1"1$ !.ace-to-face
�th the �O:JOU3n� or hCT_U_!-:
c� 611 our-.
empdncs.s with yet 2nothtt incsscnd2l project. ch,:llcngc. or
new lhlng ro do, :a.s she filled herself wilh •nolhcr b2by.) One
.,.ricry of lhu Is ...,ric:aholl,ro, in whlch ""' c:an alW2)" ch.ink
of JWC one more thing co da.

The wucding judg,e--cold. l2dom1, """1dao, dogmadc. o&m
pompou�-cnbw1D1 us or othcs md soring...., (or ch cy) arc
not good enough or arc DCt doing it right.
Fool

A glucmo, slo<h, or lecher wholly cldined by the !uses :and
urg,cs of ch< body wuhout =, scn,c of dipty or ,clf-a,nm,L

(Pearson 15-17)
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Chapter One
Viviane:

Hero in Death

Not all heroes are successful on their quests.
never complete their journeys.

Some

They never win the treasure,

or they fail to see they have indeed won the prize because
it is not exactly the prize that they wanted. (viviane is
such a hero in The Mists of Avalon.

Her quest is to defeat

the dragon of Christianity which threatens the existence of
Avalon.

She seeks to bring to the throne a king who would

unite all of Britain, bringing together the world of the
Christian priests and Avalon to create "a world with room
for the Goddess and for the Christ, the cauldron and the
cross" (Bradley 15).

However, Viviane is not successful on

her quest, at least not in the way that she wants to be
successful.

At every turn in the path of her journey, there

t

is an obstacle, and things never unfold as she wishes.} She
is a failed hero because she becomes possessed by the shadow
archetypes of the Warrior, the Ruler, and the Magician and
because she is working within a female power structure that
is challenging the patriarchy.

She is unable to work

effectively within the boundaries of the patriarchy, and her
self is martyred symbolically and literally by the Christian
patriarchy.

Only through her martyrdom does Viviane become

an effective hero within the patriarchy.

The prize is

gained only after her death and is not exactly the treasure
she envisions.

•
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When Viviane begins her quest, she is acting in the
role of the ruler of Avalon, the Lady of the Lake.

At

first, Viviane .is acting under the third level of the Ruler
archetype (Pearson 189).

She understands that she is

responsible for her kingdom (Avalon), and she sees that it
is under attack.

She realizes that it is a spiritual as

well as a physical attack and that she must protect her
kingdom:
Whatever may befall our world in the spirit,
neither of our worlds can long survive the fire
and sword of the Saxons.

Before we can fight the

spiritual battle which will keep the worlds from
moving further apart, we must save the very heart
of Britain from being ravaged by Saxon
fires.

. We must have our own leader, one who

can command all of Britain.

Otherwise, when they

mass against us, all Britain will fall, and for
hundreds and hundreds of years we will lie in
ruins beneath the Saxon barbarians.

The worlds

will drift irrevocably apart and the memory of
Avalon will not remain even in legend, to give
hope to mankind.

(Bradley 14-15)

She is a wise ruler who knows that before one can take care
of spiritual matters, physical needs must be met first.

She

is not only concerned about what is good for her kingdom and
herself but is also concerned about the welfare of
humankind.

Ir
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The reader sees Viviane as a high level Ruler because
she is so obviously aware that one must live according to
one's true calling or path.

Viviane's path, as the Lady of

A.valon, has been difficult.

Although she holds a powerful

position, it calls for sacrifice and suffering of the
Caregiver archetype.

When Igraine tells Viviane that she

does not think that Viviane has suffered, Viviane reveals
what her life is like as a ruler and a priestess:
You know nothing about it.
walk that path either.

You did not choose to

I, who have given my life

to it, say still it would be simpler to live the
life of a peasant woman, beast of burden and brood
mare in season.

You see me robed and crowned as

the Goddess, triumphant beside her cauldron; you
do not see the darkness of the cave or the depths
of the great sea.

You are not called to it,

dear child, and you should thank the Goddess that
your destiny is laid elsewhere.

(Bradley 21)

Acting as a high level Ruler to protect her kingdom and
the welfare of humankind, Viviane also calls upon her
Warrior archetype.

She works as a high level warrior and

tries to convince Igraine to support her goal by getting her
willingly to become Uther's wife and, ultimately, the mother
of the Great King who will unite the land.

Viviane does not

try to force Igraine as a low level Warrior might. Even
though she knows that she has the power to do so, Viviane
tells Igraine:

"I could call upon you in the name of vows

•
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you once

made, to do what I have asked of you in the name

of the Goddess and the Holy Isle--" (Bradley 20).

However,

Viviane is a wise enough ruler to know that people must make
their own decisions about their lives and choose their own
paths.

Therefore, she tells Igraine, "do as the Goddess

prompts you to do" (Bradley 22).
As part of being a ruler, Viviane also relies upon the
Caregiver archetype.

Through a vision, Viviane, in spite of

her own suffering during childbirth, comforts Igraine.

She

also acts as the Caregiver and Magician when she sees that
Gwydion (Arthur) is hurt or dead in a magical vision and
rushes to Caerleon to help. Her powers as a magician,
however, have limitations.

She can only see things that are

"relevant to the safety of the H�ly Isle and the continuance
of Avalon" (Bradley 121). The Ru�er inside her sees
Morgaine's potential and her gif�s, and Viviane uses
Morgaine's gift of the Sight to �elp her determine who is
trying to harm Gwydion.
Once Morgaine's vision conf:rms for Viviane that
Gwydion is in real danger from Let and Morgause, Viviane
again calls upon the Warrior within to convince Uther to
protect the future king.

Severa: times Vivian states to

Uther that she can not interfere with fate, that she does
not know the will of God, and that one can not force one's
will on God. However, she suggests reasonable actions
including having Gwydion fostered in secret away from Court.
When Uther angers her by telling her that Britain will be

I'

ll
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all Christian by the time his son is grown, Viviane, with
the higher level Warrior active within, chooses not to argue
I

with him.

'j

However, Viviane chooses to do "battle" with Uther when
he refuses to give Morgaine to her to foster in Avalon.
Winning this battle is important to Viviane on two levels.
Her Ruler within recognizes that Morgaine has gifts that are
important to her kingdom which would not be accepted in the
patriarchy and that the traditional institutions of marriage
or the nunnery would cause Morgaine's death.

Viviane refers

to them as a cage which, according to Carol Pearson and
Katherine Pope in The Female Hero, is a symbol of the
"limiting and oppressive effects of the traditional female
role .
(22).

. and [that] the female role is too restrictive"
Also on a more personal level, Viviane needs a

successor as Lady of the Lake and has no daughters of her
own.

She needs a kinswoman to fill her place when the time

comes, but she also loves Morgaine:
Am I prepared to be ruthless with this girl too?
Can I train her, never sparing, or will my love
make me less harsh than I must be to train a High
Priestess? (Bradley 122)
Viviane wins the battle with Uther; however, her
victory wins her the contempt of Uther who represents the
patriarchy which is angered when it has to recognize or
admire wisdom in women:

"You are wise," he said, then

raised his head and stared at her with unflinching hatred.
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"I wish you were a foolish woman I could despise, damn you!"
(Bradley 129).
Removing Morgaine from the patriarchal world and
bringing her to Avalon, Viviane becomes the
parent/mentor/rescuer for Morgaine.

The Caregiver within

Viviane recognizes that not only Morgaine depends on her but
also the "peace of all this land depends on what I [Viviane]
can do to safeguard them!" (Bradley 131).

The

responsibility she has causes her fear and doubt which she
realizes is fatal (Bradley 131), and, for a while, she
conquers them.

Also, Viviane's inner Caregiver recognizes

that there will be a time in their mentor/mentee
relationship when Morgaine will break free from her, hate
her. Yet she knows that she can not spare herself or
Morgaine from this experience because it is part of
Morgaine's journey.

It is the same thing that she

experienced in her life.

Viviane tells Morgaine:

I would you had been my own child, but even so I
could not spare you, I must use you for her
purposes as I was myself used.

Believe that

I love you Morgaine, for a time will come when you
will hate me as much as you love me now-(Bradley 136)
Viviane seems to know, as Carol Pearson writes in Awakening
the Heroes Within, that "it is natural for adolescents,
mentees, and others to find the strength to break away by
focusing on the negative aspects of the relationship" (115).

•
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So far, Vivian is possessed by only the positive form
of the Ruler, Warrior, Magician, and Caregiver archetypes.
The things she does are for the good of the Uther's kingdom
and/or Avalon, even if some seem harsh.

Igraine is the only

character who angrily questions Viviane's actions.

Although

Igraine is at first angry with Viviane for marrying her to
Gorlois and trying to get her to marry Uther, she ultimately
makes up her own mind, seeing that Viviane and Merlin were
right.

The reader is given no reason to question Viviane's

motives or her judgment until her son, Galahad, arrives at
Avalon.
Viviane reveals that in some way she bound Galahad's
heart to Avalon when he was very young.
that it was cruel.

However, she says, "It was not I that

was cruel, but the Goddess.
" (Bradley 140).

She even admits

His destiny lies in Avalon.

Whatever it was that Viviane did to

Galahad, it greatly affects him and makes him have "an
intense disdain for anything female" (Bradley 141).

In some

way Viviane has wounded her son for he says:
I too used to run to her and wait upon her will
and tremble at her frown, until I found she was
not just my mother, but thought herself greater
than any queen . .

. I would rather have a loving

mother than a stern Goddess whose every breath
bids men live and die at her will.

(Bradley 144)
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Such a deep wounding makes the reader question, the will of
the Goddess or not, how a mother could intentionally treat
her son in such a way to cause him so much pain.
Another time which makes the reader question Viviane is
when she continually presses Galahad to become a Druid, even
when he repeatedly tells her "that path is not mine"
(Bradley 146).

In other cases, Viviane is insistent that

people follow their own paths.

She tells Morgaine that

service to the Goddess is "too heavy a burden to be borne
unconsenting" (Bradley 147).

Even Morgaine begins to doubt

Viviane when she deals with Galahad in such a way.

She

thinks, "The Lady is all too sure that she knows the will of
the Goddess" (Bradley 147).
Very soon after this, even though a year has passed,
the reader is again called to question Viviane's judgment
during a conversation between Merlin and her.

The setting

of the episode is significant; the storm outside is symbolic
of Viviane's own inner turmoil.

She begins speaking with

Taliesin and calls him Father.

This strongly suggests that

Viviane is feeling like an Orphan.

She is pessimistic,

doubting herself.

Her inner Caregiver is unable to take

care of her self.

She needs male approval, love, comfort,

and piotection. Viviane states, "I long for the comfort of a
father's voice this night. .

" (Bradley 160).

Pearson and

Pope state in The Female Hero that the opinion of the father
is crucial to the self-esteem of the daughter (122).
Viviane needs Taliesin to make her feel better about her

.,. '.
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self when her self-esteem is low:

who she is, the things

she has done, and the things she is going to do.
Also, during the conversation in which they plan
A.rthur's testing, Merlin gives Viviane two warnings and
frequently reminds her that whatever happens will happen as
the Goddess wills it.

Merlin warns Viviane, "See you

mistake not your own will for hers" (Bradley 163).

He also

warns her, "I caution you against pride, Viviane--thinking
you know the best for every man and woman living.
ruled well in Avalon--" (Bradley 164).

You have

Merlin's words are

reminiscent of Viviane's to Uther when she told him that she
did not know the will of God.
By the end of their conversation, it is clear that

l

Viviane is operating under the shadow influences of her
inner Orphan and Warrior.

Viviane is determined to do her

will, to have her way at any cost.

�
')

She says:

And no matter what happens after that
we will take no such chance as we did with Uther
and Igraine.

We shall make certain of the royal

blood, whatever comes of it later.

(Bradley 164)

Viviane makes decisions which will affect the kingdom when
she is feeling powerless and orphaned within.

She is no

longer acting as a powerful Warrior because her ego is weak.
She is, instead, a pseudo-Warrior.

According to Pearson,

"many so-called Warriors are not true Warriors at all.

They

are Orphans, calming their own sense of powerlessness by
trying to best or control others.

These are

:
i

-
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pseudo-Warriors, not Warriors" (97).

•I

i
l

Viviane, in trying to

1
I

calm the storm of her own powerlessness and orphaned
feelings, has become a negative Warrior willing to win at
any cost.
When Merlin leaves, it is clear that Viviane is acting
at ego level.

She is only able to think of herself.

Even

·1

though she has seemingly devised the plan to use Morgaine as
the Maiden Huntress, she "hardly spared a thought for the
virgin who would take this part in the kingmaking which was
She is only thinking of the times

to come" (Bradley 164).

that she played the Goddess.

She feels that she has not

ever loved or been loved.
Viviane yearns for romantic love:
Fear, awe, reverence . . . these have been given
me.

Never love.

And there are times when I think

I would give it all for one look from any human
being such as Uther gave Igraine at their wedding.
(Bradley 165)
Viviane wants to feel loved so badly that she even considers
giving up her power and independence for the patriarchal
myth of romantic love.

According to Pearson and Pope, "the

myth of romantic love is given to women as their version of
the heroic quest" (40).
are held out as the

Vitality, freedom, and fulfillment

prize, but often women get death or

imprisonment instead (Pearson and Pope 40).
Viviane knows this when she thinks:

Obviously,

)

'
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Suddenly she envied Igraine, and a detached part
of her mind wondered why she envied a woman who
had lost all her children to death or fosterage,
and now was to suffer widowhood and end her life
behind convent walls.

(Bradley 165)

Viviane finally realizes that she has love in her life
through Morgaine.

She is still operating in a weakened ego

state, however, because she does not think about loving her
self or the Goddess within her.
Viviane continues to act under the influences of the
shadow archetypes, particularly the Warrior.

After Morgaine

returns from Arthur's kingmaking, she carries out the plan
which she and Merlin devised to give Arthur the sword of
Avalon.

However, she changes the plan which was to give

Arthur the sword as a symbol of the connection between
Avalon and the outside world.

She plans instead to use the

sword as an enticement to get Arthur to pledge allegiance to
Avalon, "despite whatever the Christians may do" (Bradley
189).

When Taliesin questions if Arthur would take an oath

to Avalon since he was raised as a Christian, Viviane's
manipulative tactics are clear, for she states:

"How real

is the talk of Gods to a boy, compared to a legendary sword
with which to lead his people, and the fame of great deeds?"
(Bradley 189).

It does not matter to her if Arthur is

sincere or realizes the implications of his oath as long as
she can manipulate him to swear allegiance to Avalon.
Viviane is determined to continue with her plans at all

,,"
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costs, for she says: "Whatever may come of it, we have gone
too far to stop now; we are all committed" (Bradley 189).
Because Viviane is still influenced by her shadow
archetypes, she can not truly understand Morgaine's hurt and
outrage when she confronts Viviane about Arthur's
kingmaking.

Her shadow Warrior still possesses her and her

shadow Ruler has made her narrow minded.

She is astonished

that Morgaine feels manipulated and used like a puppet
because she did not tell her that Arthur was the Horned One.
Viviane can not even call forth the positive Caregiver to
comfort Morgaine.
done.

All she can say to Morgaine is: "Done is

And at this moment the hope of Britain is more

important than your feelings" (Bradley 191).
Although Viviane is acting under the influence of her
shadow archetypes, the reader still feels sympathy for
Viviane, and she is not depicted as a villain.

Another

period of doubt and regret which Viviane experiences, after
Morgaine confronts her about the kingmaking, leads the
reader to feel even more sympathetic towards Viviane.

It

also reinforces the fact that Viviane has sacrificed certain
aspects of her self because of her role as Lady of the Lake.
Again, the setting of Viviane's period of self-doubt is
important.

It occurs during the moon-dark time when Viviane

is secluded and lacks the strong influence of the Goddess,
represented by the moon.
wonders

Viviane doubts her self and

"if she was, after all, what Morgaine though

her--drunk with power, believing that all things were at her
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command to play with as she thought good" (Bradley 191).
This period of doubt is different from the first because a
more positive aspect of the inner Magician takes over.
V�viane turns her negative thoughts to more positive ones.
She reasons that she feels justified in everything she had
done because she has done it in order to save Britain and
its people.

She does have regrets that she has hurt people

whom she loves, namely Morgaine, and that she can not spare
her no matter how much she wishes that she could do so.
Through Uther's sending, Vivian realizes that the biggest
sacrifice that she has made of her self is love. The inner
Warrior and Ruler also enter because she accepts her choice
and her loss, thinking "this was no time to stand and mourn
for a love like a dream within a dream" (Bradley 194).
However, some regret remains in Vivian because she questions
if Morgaine will "live all her life as I [Viviane] have
done, with a heart dead inside her body"

(Bradley 195).

Viviane's inner Warrior finally takes control and leads her
to action to prepare for Arthur's oath taking.
Although Viviane deals with her second episode of
self-doubt in a more positive way, she still continues with
her plan to give Arthur the sword, Excalibur.

Not only does

she use the enticement of the sword to get Arthur to swear,
but she also uses the emotional tie that she knows he has to
the Old Gods through his kingmaking.

Although she uses

strong enticements, Viviane does not coerce or even urge
Arthur to take the vow.

In fact she says to Arthur:

"But
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we will not urge you.
"

this sword.

Choose whether or no you will take

(Bradley 204).

.!

She deals less

manipulatively with Arthur than it first appears she will.
Allowing her positive Magician to help her in her self-doubt
allows Viviane to deal more positively with others.

Her

inner world affects the world outside.
Later Viviane will appear in another dark-moon time, a
time of introspection for her.

The scene reinforces that

Viviane's life as Lady of the Lake has been one of
sacrifice, loss, and suffering.

Viviane reveals that she

has not allowed herself to love anyone deeply, except for
Morgaine, since her only daughter died.

The Caregiver in

Viviane wants to protect Morgaine from the suffering that
she knows that Morgaine is experiencing, but the Destroyer
knows that she can not because it is a natural part of life
and growth:
. yet I must give her up to this torment.
All of mankind suffers, the Earth herself cries
out under the torment of her sons.

In our

suffering, Mother Ceridwen, we grow nearer to
thee.

. She too is vowed to what must be; her

suffering has not yet begun.

(Bradley 227)

During this dark-moon time, Viviane experiences a loss of
love as she did at Uther's sending.

However, instead of

losing a love she never knew, ·Viviane loses Morgaine.
Again, Morgaine confronts Viviane about using her, except
this time Morgaine defies Viviane and leaves Avalon.

l'
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Viviane is shattered, and, once again, her inner Orphan
appears.

She thinks of how easy suicide would be for her,

but Viviane's Caregiver comes forth and transforms the
thought of suicide to one of martyrdom.

She would willingly

sacrifice her own life to the Death-crone if it would save
Morgaine's life.

Finally, the Destroyer within realizes

that Morgaine's life is not in danger, and Viviane puts
Morgaine's return to Avalon into the hands of the Goddess.
Viviane's introspection continues, and she concludes that
everything that she has worked to do in the kingdom has
finally come to pass but she has nothing.
More than three years pass, and it is quite some time
before Viviane appears in the narrative.

When the reader

encounters Viviane again, she is on a journey acting in the
role of healer/Death-crone.

Acting as the Death-crone makes

Viviane consider her own death and the problem of who will
succeed her as Lady of the Lake.

As a Magician, Viviane has

faced the reality of her own death which she seems to
accept, yet she feels rebellion at knowing she has grown too
old and must give up her rulership of Avalon without a
successor.

Viviane knows, however, that she must lay down

her powers because she has lost the Sight.

Euthanasizing

her friend makes Viviane realize her own mortality and that
she must act now to find Morgaine or another successor while
she has time.
Once again at the dark-moon time, Viviane spends "much
of the night in restless self-questioning" (Bradley 349).
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When Viviane fails to understand Niniane's vision of
Morgaine, her despair leads her to question her faith and
the existence of the Goddess.

She ultimately rejects the

Goddess and decides that she can only rely on herself, yet
she realizes she is powerless:
What have I to do with this mockery of a Goddess?
The fate of Avalon lies in my hands, and Morgaine
is gone, and I am alone with old women and
children and half-trained girls . . . alone, all
alone! And I am old and weary and my death awaits
me .

.

(Bradley 352)

Viviane's inner Magician makes her realize, however, that
she is not alone and can find comfort and healing though her
daughters/sisters.

I,'

'

Pearson states in Awakening the Heroes

Within:
Growth is also facilitated when the Magician finds
like-minded people who understand the miraculous
aspect of life and can help each other stay
grounded, humble, and loving.

When this circle is

discovered, the Magician's path becomes less
lonely and difficult.

. the Magician heals and

is healed continually by this empowering
fellowship or sisterhood n (206).
It is this same sisterhood that Viviane relies upon to keep
her from loneliness, to comfort her, to strengthen her.
When Raven refuses to break her vow of silence and become

Ii
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guardian of Avalon, it is Raven who understands Viviane and
comforts her while she weeps.
Nothing more is told of Viviane's healing; however, it
must have occurred because when she appears again to take
Gwydion (Modred) away from Morgause to be fostered in Avalon
she is acting as Lady of the Lake.
by her inner Warrior.

She, also, is possessed

She is determined to keep Avalon

alive in the world or "die in attempting it!" (Bradley 470).
She will not, however, stoop to use any means to get what
she wants.

When Morgause and Kevin are discussing ways to

get rid of Gwenhwyfar so that Arthur may get a fertile wife,
Viviane states:
Gwenhwyfar has done nothing wrong that we
know .
truth in it.

If a scandal is made, there must be
Avalon is sworn to uphold the

truth. .

I will not be party to any false

accusations.

(Bradley 473)

Although she is unwilling to be a part of any lies, she is
willing to see that Gwenhwyfar does not give Arthur an heir:
The one thing we can be certain of is that
Gwenhwyfar shall remain barren.

Should she

conceive again, there are spells to make certain
she carries not the child to birth, or past the
first few weeks.

(Bradley 474)

·viviane is warrioring at a lower level again.
Viviane disappears again, but re-enters the story when
she is reunited with Morgaine at Arthur's court.

Viviane
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meets Morgaine with the love and concern of the Caregiver
and the forgiveness of the Magician.

The text says that

r

!
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Viviane's "voice was as tender as if there had never been
any quarrel between them" (Bradley 491).

When Morgaine

confesses that she could not find her way home to Avalon,
Viviane "caught Morgaine to her breast, holding her, rocking
and soothing her like a child" (Bradley 493).

She promises

to bring Morgaine home.
Although she is able to open her self to the love,
concern, and forgiveness of the positive Caregiver and
Magician in her relationship with Morgaine, Viviane is still
possessed by the shadow of the Warrior in matters concerning
Britain and Avalon.

Even Morgaine begins to question

Viviane's judgment:
And in her heart she wondered, had advancing age
driven Viviane out of her wits?

There was no way

simply to proclaim that the old laws of Avalon
should be set up again and two hundred years of
Christianity be overthrown.

The priests would

drive her out of the court as a madwoman and go on
as before.

(Bradley 494)

However, Viviane does realize that she must take things
slowly, or she will be ineffective.

Now, she will only

remind Arthur of his oath to Avalon.
As soon as Viviane reminds Arthur that he has sworn to
honor Avalon, she is murdered by Balin who holds her
responsible for his mother's death when Viviane acted as the

I
!
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Death-crone for her.

i�
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Balin is a Christian who only sees

Viviane as "a wicked and evil sorceress" (Bradley 499).

ll

He

believes that he has done the kingdom good by killing her.
According to Kevin, Balin may have actually accomplished
good by killing Viviane before she could destroy the
peaceful kingdom that she set up.

He tells Morgaine:

Who are you to say that it was not the will of the
Goddess that Viviane was struck down before she
could spread strife again in a land that has come
to peace and successful compromise? (Bradley 504)
Viviane's death was seen through the Sight of Modred
and Morgaine as a sacrifice.
throne.

Her blood was spilled on the

Symbolically, Viviane, like the King Stag, is

sacrificed to ensure the health, prosperity, and continuance
of the land and the people.

She is the symbol of rebirth

and renewal of the Goddess.

The Goddess is to be seen

differently.

Viviane's body resting at Glastonbury serves

as a symbolic union of the Goddess and the Christ.
Bradley portrays Viviane, during her life, as an
unsuccessful hero.

Viviane's archetypal journey reveals

that too often she is possessed by shadow archetypes which
make her unable to see beyond her own will.
courageous and determ�ned,
self-doubt.

I :
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Although she is

Viviane is often filled with

She lacks the wisdom, love, and understanding

to transform her self and her world.

Instead, she tries to

control and manipulate others. She gives up too much of her

J

I
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self in her role as Maid and Mother Goddess, particularly
denying her self love, to be a truly effective hero.
Through Viviane, Bradley reveals that even women in
powerful nontraditional roles may not be able to battle the
patriarchy successfully.

Viviane is unable to work within

the boundaries of her role of Lady of the Lake because it
requires her to give up her self.

It is in many ways as

confining to her as traditional female roles. Even though
her role allows her more power and more freedom to choose
than do many traditional female roles, Viviane must still
try to be a hero within the patriarchy in order to change
the world.
Ultimately, the patriarchy, the role of Lady of the
Lake, and her denial of her self make Viviane a martyr.
Ironically, Bradley makes Vivane's death a symbolic
sacrifice which gives the reader hope that the world ma''
change through the union of the matriarchy and the
patriarchy.

Only through death does Viviane become an

effective hero, transcending the chasm between the world
Avalon and the world of the Christian.

,I
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Chapter 2
Morgaine: Preparation for a Journey
Viviane's heroic journey is already in progress when
the novel begins.

The heroic quest to change her world ends

prematurely with her death, and she never overcomes the
shadow archetypes within her self.
completes her inner journey.

Therefore, she never

However, Bradley shows

Morgaine's journey in its entirety.

The reader follows

Morgaine from youth to old age in her quest for self and for
restoration of Avalon and the Goddess in the world.

Because

Bradley shows Morgaine's completed quest, all of the stages
of the heroic journey are more evident in the development of
Morgaine's character than in Viviane's.

According to Carol

Pearson in Awakening the Heroes Within, there are three
stages in one's heroic journey:
Preparation, the journey and the return.

During

the preparation stage, we are challenged to prove
our competence, our courage, our humanity, and our
fidelity to high ideals.

On the journey, we leave

the safety of the family or tribe and embark on a
quest where we encounter death, suffering, and
love.

But most important, our selves are

transformed.

In myth, that transformation is

often symbolized by the finding of a treasure or
sacred object.

On our return from the quest, we

become Rulers of our kingdoms, which are
transformed because we are changed.

But we must
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also continually be reborn and renewed.
Whenever we lose our sense of integrity and
wholeness or begin to feel inadequate to current
life challenges, we must embark on the quest
again.

(8-9)

Morgaine experiences all three stages of the journey with
the help of her inner archetypes, and her self is
transformed so that she aids in the continuation of the
Goddess.

Although she effects a change in the kingdom and

the Goddess continues in the world, Morgaine decides not to
live in the new world but returns to her world in Avalon.
The Preparation

According to Carol Pearson, all heroes start out as the
Innocent.

She states:
The journey of the Innocent, in all its versions,
begins in a kind of utopia, a safe, secure,
peaceful, loving environment.

Suddenly, we are

thrown from that environment and enter a world
where we are judged, where unfair discriminations
are made, where conflict and violence are rampant
and illusions are shattered.

( 7 3)

Morgaine is the happy Innocent until approximately the age
of seven when Gorlois dies, Igraine and Uther marry, and
Igraine instructs her to look after the baby, Arthur
(Bradley 108-110).

Later, Morgaine will refer to the time

when she was happy as a "small and heedless child; happiness
was something she dimly remembered before her mother had

'I
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burdened her with the weight of her little brother ll (Bradley
154).

Once Gorlois dies and Uther is married to Igraine,

Morgaine learns, through Uther's inattention and Igraine's
rejection, that she is not important or valued:
Not that Uther was ever unkind to me; it was
simply that he had no particular interest in a
girl child. . . . When Uther was away in

battle

.I

. my mother Igraine cherished me and

petted me, and taught me

:i
I
., !

But when Uther's

men were sighted, then I went back into my rooms
and was forgotten until he went away again.
(Bradley 108)
When Arthur is born, Morgaine's feelings of being
unloved are reinforced because Igraine tells her that she is
too big for the attention, affection, and comfort given to

.!
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little girls, yet it seems to Morgaine that Arthur gets all
of Igraine's love and attention.

Even Uther, who pays

little attention to Morgaine, "made much of my brother n
(Bradley 109).

Uther's and Igraine's actions subconsciously

tell Morgaine that she is not as important as a male.

She

can not be the heir to Uther's throne, and she is somehow
not worthy of her parents' love.

i·

·1

literal level, the Orphan because of the men in her life;
this neglect causes her to hate both Uther and Arthur:

I

I .

She is, on the most

"I

looked at her glowing cheeks--heightened with color, her
breathing quickened with delight that her man had come--and
hated both Uther and my brothern (Bradley 109).

:.
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When Igraine "abandons" both children to be with Uther
and tells Morgaine to take care of Arthur, Morgaine feels
that she and Arthur are motherless and finds love and
Her

self-worth in taking over the role of Arthur's mother.
role as sister/mother is important to her self-concept.

According to Debra A. Benko in The Significance of Sibling
Relationships in Literature: "The significance of the
sibling relationship to Bradley's portrayal of Morgaine is
revealed in the Prologue.

[There,] [t]he first role

Morgaine mentions for herself is 'sister' . . . " (28).

Even

after her journey is completed, Morgaine defines her self by
this early role as Arthur's sister.

As the Innocent, she

adopts a persona, caretaker/mother/sister.

According to

Pearson: "Early in life, the Innocent in each of us looks
around at available options and chooses a persona" (32).
Although orphaning experiences are painful for
Morgaine, they are important for the growth and development
of her ego which is necessary for her heroic journey.
Pearson states:
Establishing a healthy Ego, however, is the
prerequisite for taking the journey safely.
The developed Ego helps us meet our needs not only
for survival, satisfaction, safety, love, and
belongingness, but also for self-esteem,
self-actualization, and even transcendence.
In dysfunctional families, however, children's Ego
development may be hampered if they have to take
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over responsibility for survival and safety needs
too early. Nonetheless, the experience of some
hardship or difficulty is critical to the
development of Ego strength.

(30-31)

Morgaine's aunt, Morgause, also is important to
Morgaine's development of ego and self-esteem.

Morgause is

the first person to tease Morgaine about her appearance:
"You are born of the fairy folk.

Why not paint your face

blue and wear deerskins, Morgaine of the Fairies!" (Bradley
110).

Morgause points out to Morgaine that she is not the

fair, tall beauty that society admires.

Her teasing has a

profound effect on Morgaine's self-concept.

Morgaine

equates her difference in appearance as ugliness, which
becomes a problem for her during her adolescence.
However, when Morgaine first sees Viviane, whom she is
said to resemble, Morgaine thinks that Viviane is beautiful.
Viviane is like a mirror to Morgaine.
not remember Viviane, Morgaine thinks:

Even though she does

"

. I looked at

the dark, glowing face, and felt as if I had known her from
the beginning of time"

(Bradley 111).

The feeling, brought

about by Morgaine's identifying herself in Viviane's
appearance, makes Morgaine instantly love and trust Viviane:
"From that moment I loved her, so much I sometimes felt
guilty because Father Columba, my mother's confessor, told
me I should honor my mother and my father above all others"
(Bradley 111).

The love and trust Morgaine feels for

Viviane allows Viviane to become Morgaine's rescuer.
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According to Pearson and Pope in The Female Hero, the
hero is only able to begin her journey:
when she identifies the particular figures in
conventional society who have restricted her and
who have, more importantly, taught her that she
must repress and doubt herself.

These

representatives of the status quo . . . are the
captors.

(103-104)

Morgaine identifies her parents, Uther and Igraine, as her
captors.

She tells Viviane that she has the Sight but must

never talk about it or use it:

And Mother says that I should be silent about it,
and never speak of it to anyone, even to her,
because these things are not suitable for a
Christian court and if Uther knew of them he would
send me into a nunnery.

I

do not think

I

want to

go into a nunnery and wear black clothes and never
laugh again. (112)
Uther and Igraine are forcing Morgaine to repress an
important part of her self.

Recognizing this, Viviane

becomes Morgaine's rescuer and promises ·to take her to
Avalon.
Because Morgaine is a minor child, �he has no real
choice about being fostered in Avalon.
she wants to go.

However, it is where

Morgaine tells Viviane that she would

rather have died than stay in her mother's house (Bradley
136).

She sees Avalon for the first time and thinks: "I am
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coming home" (132).

Psychologically, she liberates her self

from the restrictive society of her home, as well as the
Christian patriarchy, when she enters Avalon:
Once again Morgaine felt the impulse to make the
sign of the cross

. . But she did not cross

herself; she knew suddenly that she would never do
so again.

That world lay behind her forever.

(Bradley 132)
She also willingly vows her virginity to the Goddess (136).
Her break with her former life, the conventional societal
status quo, and Christianity is complete.
During the next seven years, Morgaine gains the
knowledge to become a priestess of Avalon and vows her life
to the Goddess.

Pearson states that "Often the classical

hero pledges fidelity to a King or Queen, a cause, a god or
goddess, or a great love.

Keeping this pledge . .

central aspect of heroism" (76).

is a

However, Morgaine's

keeping her vow to the Goddess becomes as restrictive as her
previous conventional life with her mother.
parts of her self again.

She has to deny

Morgaine has to repress many of

her emotions, particularly those emotions directed at
Viviane:
Often, these days, when she spoke with the Lady,
anger was mixed with affection, to neither of
which she was allowed to give voice, and this did
strange things to her mind.

If

She wondered at
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herself, because she had been taught to control
her emotions as she controlled her words and even
her thoughts.

(Bradley 140-141)

N_ot only does she have to repress her emotions about
Viviane, but she also must repress her sexual feelings for
Lancelet when he visits Avalon.
When Morgiane first sees Lancelet, she remembers her
vow of chastity because her desire for him is so great.
Although she is still the Orphan, Morgaine's Lover is
awakening.

Not only is she attracted to him physically, but

she also feels an emotional intimacy with him because they
have many things in common.

They both feel motherless.

He

feels that he has been denied a loving mother and that
Viviane has been a "stern Goddess whose every breath bids
men live and die at her will" (Bradley 144).

Morgaine feels

that "now sometimes it seemed to her that she had been long
motherless" (Bradley 148), and "she had learned to live
without need of any mother save the Goddess . .
148).

The} both share a bond to Avalon, also.

" (Bradley
Morgaine's

bond is her vow to the Goddess, and Lancelet's bond is
something unknown to the reader that Viviane did to him as a
child to make him attached to Avalon.

Morgaine feels that

"she had never in her life felt so close to anyone" (Bradley
150) .
When Morgaine and Lancelet are within the standing
stones, Morgaine feels happier than she ever has been
because she believes that Lancelet loves her.

As the shadow
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Lover, Morgaine falls victim to what Pearson and Pope call
the myth of romantic love (40).

Believing in the myth of

romantic love, Morgaine only feels true happiness and
fulfillment when she is in Lancelet's arms.
Pearson state:

Pope and

"Female characters may only see themselves

as real when they are reflected in the gaze of a loving
man's eyes" ( 33) .

Morgaine's self-image is distorted and

relies entirely upon Lancelet's perception of her.

Morgaine

only sees herself as beautiful when she is reflected in
Lancelet's eyes:
She saw herself mirrored in Lancelet's eyes and
knew that she was beautiful, and that he desired
her, and that his love and respect for her were so
great that he would even hold his own desire
within bounds.

(Bradley 154)

However, romantic love is demythologized when M�rgaine
and Lancelet encounter the lost stranger, Gwenhwyfar.
Morgaine's reflection in Lancelet's eyes disappears.
Morgaine "saw that he now looked upon the stranger as he had
looked on her only minutes before, with love, desire, almost
worship" (Bradley 158).

Gwenhwyfar destroys Morgaine's

self-image further when she says: "you are little and ugly
like the fairy people 11 (Bradley 158).

Gwenhwyfar's

statement reminds Morgaine of her childhood, when she felt
inferior and inadequate because she looked different, and it
causes her to feel "a surge of self-hatred" (Bradley 158).

ll
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According to Pope and Pearson, "when she [a woman] compares
herself to the women the society sets up as models, she
feels doubly inadequate--as a person and as a woman" (24).
Morgaine can not compare to Gwenhwyfar, the ideal beauty of
tancelot's world:

"he too must think her ugly, barbarian,

alien; this exquisite golden creature belonged to his own
world" (Bradley 158).
When Morgaine is no longer under the shadow of romantic
love, she acts like a priestess and not a lover.

Lancelet

tells her that she looks "not quite real" (Bradley 159).
His perception of Morgaine has changed because of
Gwenhwyfar, and Morgaine reminds herself and him:
I am what I am" (Bradley 159).

"Cousin,

Morgaine's Ego sustains so

much damage through her experience with Lancelet that, "she
was cold and weary and sick with an inner sickness" (Bradley
159).

Once again, Morgaine is the Orphan and shadow Lover,

feeling disillusioned and unloved.
Because Morgaine represses her sexual feelings and is
disillusioned with romantic love in her experience with
Lancelet, she is able to keep her vow of virginity and
consents to be the Virgin Huntress.

Her experience as the

Virgin Huntress in the kingmaking ritual is symbolic of the
birth-death-rebirth cycles in nature, and, as Pearson writes
about the cycles, they "not only parallel seasonal changes,
they also mirror the psychological pattern of renewal" (44).
Through her participation in the kingmaking ritual, Morgaine
is initiated into the world of experience, and she

•
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symbolically experiences death and rebirth.

The kingmaking

is her call to take her journey, although she does not take
it until later.

Pearson and Pope state that the "hero is

,,

inclined to refuse the initial call to adventure
( 8 4) •

Morgaine symbolically descends to the underworld as she
enters her trance on the journey to the kingmaking (Bradley
172).

When the women awaken her on the day of the ceremony,

she is "wide awake and sharply aware of everything" (Bradley
172).

She is reborn into the world of the little dark

tribal people.

After she blesses the Horned One and the

deer begin to run, Morgaine symbolically dj__es again:
lay as if lifeless. . . " (Bradley 175).

"She

Once more, she is

reborn when the Horned One returns triumphant, and the
tribal women lift her to her feet (Bradley 176).

Through

the ritual, Morgaine has temporarily suspe�ded her ego, a
death of consciousness.

As the women prepare Morgaine for

the Horned One, her ego-level consciousness returns for a
moment, and she thinks "that she certainly must be mad
" (Bradley 177).
suspended ego:

However, she returns to a state of
"she was Morgaine no more, she was nameless,

priestess and maiden and mother" (Bradley 177).
For Morgaine as the Lover archetype, sexual intercourse
with Arthur is symbolic of the death of her old self and
rebirth of her new self.

Sexual union--here of the Goddess

(Morgaine) and the Horned One (Arthur)--symbolizes, as
Pearson writes about the sacred marriage, "the union of
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opposing psychological attributes:

male and female, body

and Spirit, Soul and Ego, conscious and unconscious minds"
and "[give] birth to the Self" (47).

Through the ritual,

Morgaine experiences eros, the life force, and wholeness of
self.
When the ritual is over and "[s]he was Morgaine again,
not the shadow of the Great Mother; she was herself"
(Bradley 179).

Morgaine experiences eras, too.

She and

Arthur have intercourse as a man and a woman, not as the God
and the Goddess.

"This time in full awareness" (Bradley

180), Morgaine experiences intercourse, and "[s]he had never
been so happy in her life" (Bradley 180).

However, when

Arthur and Morgaine recognize one another and realize that
they have committed incest, Morgaine is unable to call forth
the Lover archetype in its positive form and forgive
herself.

The experience is ego shattering to her, and

"despair beat at her" (Bradley 181).

She feels betrayed by

Viviane and the Goddess and returns to Avalon as the Orphan.
Morgaine feels many emotions as a result of her
initiation into experience; however, she represses them all
because Viviane refuses to see her.

She feels "as if her

entire body and soul were locked into one great knot of
anguish" (Bradley 183).

Kevin's music, however,_ allows her

to weep and mourn her loss of "[n]ot virginity alone, but a
trust and belief she would never know again" (Bradley 186).
For Morgaine, Kevin's music is the beginning of the healing
and strengthening of her ego.

The repair of her ego is

.,'
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necessary before Morgaine can leave on her quest for self.
Pearson and Pope state:

"Because some damage has usually

been done to the ego prior to her separation, the beginning
of the hero's journey may have to be devoted-to the
restoration and strengthening of the self" (83).

However,

!

l
I
I

I.

Morgaine's ego is so damaged that, before she can exit on
her journey, she must regain confidence, courage, and
strength.
Morgaine's confrontation with Viviane about the
kingmaking does not help Morgaine heal her self.

Instead,

Morgaine is forced again to repress her rage against
Viviane, yet she expresses her doubt about Viviane's
judgment.

Viviane does not validate Morgaine's feelings but

says that Britain is more important than. what Morgaine feels
(191) .
However, Viviane provides Morgaine with an opportunity
to strengthen her self when she asks Morgaine to make the
scabbard for Arthur's sword.

When she works on the

scabbard, Morgaine is forced to suspend her ego-level
consciousness and to call on her imagination, part of the
Creator archetype.

The magic Morgaine uses requires her to

work on the subconscious level of the soul:

"There were

times when, from a great distance within her own mind, she
seemed to look out on her fingers working without any
conscious choice .

" (Bradley 198).

Morgaine's work at

this subconscious level, however, makes her "exhausted,
shaken and sick"

(Bradley 198).

The ritual making of the

.. .
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scabbard is full of symbols of sacrifice.

Morgaine cuts her

arm and smears her blood on the scabbard (Bradley 197).

She

says that:
[T]here were times when it seemed that needle and
thread moved through her own flesh or through the
flesh of the land, piercing earth and sky and her
own blood and body

(Bradley 198)

Although making the scabbard requires an element of
self-sacrifice, it also increases Morgaine's self-esteem:
"indeed it seemed even to Morgaine, who knew her own hands
had fashioned it, to be a thing surpassing human work,
pregnant with magic" (Bradley 199).

Morgaine's increase of

self-esteem gives her confidence and a feeling of
independence.
on Viviane:

She realizes that she is no longer dependent
"How is it that she thinks she can judge me?

too am a priestess, I have gone beyond her teaching .

I
fl

(Bradley 199).

: '

Morgaine's feeling independent, as well as her doubting
Viviane's j�dgment, is crucial for her exit on her own
journey.

I.
I·

!'

Her feelings also allow her to be introspective

and to realize that she should not have repressed her sexual
feelings for Lancelet:

"He and I were meant for the other;

I should have had the courage that day, even though it meant
breaking of a vow"

(Bradley 207).

Although she is feeling more independent, Morgaine's
experiences at Arthur's crowning only intensify her feelings
of being the Orphan.

She feels like a victim.

Seeing

I·
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Igraine for the first time since she was fostered in Avalon
reminds Morgaine that she is "little and ugly like one of
the fairy folk" (Bradley 208).

Morgause also reminds

Morgaine of the childhood taunt when Morgause says that
Viviane is not beautiful.

Morgaine thinks that she is "said

to be like Viviane; does everyone think me ugly, then?

That

girl said, little and ugly as one of the fairy folk"
(Bradley 216).

Seeing Igraine also brings back to Morgaine

her resentment of Uther:
. always, always, ever since she could
remember, her mother had no thought for her
children, only for Uther, Uther . . . . Even now
when he was dead and lay in his grave, her mother
would push her and Arthur aside for the memory of
the man she had loved enough to make her forget
everything else.

{Bradley 209)

When Morgaine realizes tha� she is pregnant, her anger
toward Viviane increases because "Vivian knew this might
come about, yet she did no� spare me!" {Bradley 211).

She

does not understand why Viviane used her and sees no purpose
in what has happened to he�:
And again bitter anger overcame her, like choking;
why, why had Viviane done this to her?

To set all

this in motion, so that they two, Arthur and
Morgaine, might play out some mummery of Gods and
Goddesses
(Bradley 212)

was it no more than that?
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She leaves for Avalon knowing that she is going home, yet
questioning for the first time, "But if Avalon was no longer
home to her r what then?" ( Bradley 222) .
Although Morgaine's experiences during Arthur's
crowning make her feel like a victim, Morgaine is still more
independent and ready to take action.

She plans to abort

her pregnancy immediately (Bradley 211).
going to blindly do what she is told:

She is no longer

"She told herself

fiercely that it was her own privilege to choose:

she was a

priestess, and whatsoever she did should be tempered with
her own judgment" (Bradley 222).

She begins to call upon

her Warrior within which helps her to exit on her own
journey.
When Morgaine is searching in the woods of Avalon for
the herbs she needs to abort her pregnancy, she is
symbolically searching her soul and testing herself.

The

stranger she encounters represents a part of her
subconscious.

The strange woman is also a tempter who tests

Morgaine's readiness for her journey.

As Pearson sa�,s

about the journey:
. we usually are tested to see if we are
adequately prepared.

For example, we find out

whether we have learned the lessons of the
Innocent and the Orphan by whether we can tell
tempters from guides--knowing whom to flee and
whom to follow.

( 34)
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The fairy woman tempts Morgaine to stay with her in the
fairy world, a world beyond reality.

Symbolically, Morgaine

is tempted to go mad; however, she realizes that to stay
with the fairy woman (to go mad) means a kind of death for
h�r.

She experiences a "deathly chill" and flees in panic,

running "wildly as if pursued by a demon" (Bradley 226).
Morgaine runs from insanity.
When Viviane sends for Morgaine, Morgaine meets her
dressed as a high priestess.
her independence.

She uses her rank as a sign of

When Viviane tells Morgaine that she will

not allow her to abort her baby, Morgaine shows her
independence and rebellion by using the trick of making
herself look "tall and imposing" (Bradley 228).

Yet,

Morgaine can not uphold the facade and falls to the ground
begging Viviane to give her a reason for what Viviane has
allowed to happen.

When Viviane does not give her a reason,

Morgaine is finally able to break free from her captor,
Viviane:
.

[F]or here and now, I tell you that you have

worked upon me and played with me like a puppet
for the last time!

Never again--never!

will no longer be your toy and plaything.

I
As for

this child which you moved Heaven and Earth to
bring to the light, I will not bear him in Avalon
for you to gloat at what you have done. . .

. May

the Goddess deal with you as you have done with
me, Lady.

(Bradley 228-229)
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As another sign of rebellion and independence, Morgaine
takes the barge to leave Avalon instead of the secret paths.
By taking the barge; she makes sure that Viviane will know
that she has left Avalon.

Another reason that she takes the

barge is that Morgaine is still afraid of wandering into the
fairy world again. She is afraid to meet again "the fairy
She fears

woman [who] saw into my very soul" (Bradley 230).

the searching of her own soul which brings her to the brink
of madness.

Yet, it is her introspection which makes her

throw the herbs into the lake and decide not to abort her
child.
Leaving, Morgaine renounces Avalon and feels as if she
"were waking from a long dream" (Morgaine 231).

Exiting on

her journey, she creates for herself a new reality.
Morgaine, Avalon is "real no more" (Bradley 231).

For
Without

doubt or fear, she completes the first stage and begins her
journey for a whole self.
Morgaine's preparation shows her growth from childhood
to adolescence.
and unimportant.

She begins as a child who feels neglected
Her painful childhood, however, gives her

the strength to reject the patriarchal values of her home
and leave for Avalon.

She develops as a priestess and as a

young woman while at Avalon.

She has sexual experiences

which are damaging to her psyche, and she feels betrayed by
Viviane.

However, she manages to assert her independence

and leave Avalon, even though she is pregnant and alone.
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The preparation for her journey shows that she is a strong,
courageous young woman.

I

r
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Chapter Three
Morgaine: Journey to Maturity
Morgaine's journey encompasses most of her life.

As

she moves through the major chronological stages of her
life, various archetypes emerge, and some are more dominant
than others during each stage.

When Morgaine begins her

journey during her twenties, the Seeker and Lover are
dominant.
emerge.

In her early adulthood, the Warrior and Caregiver
During her mid-life transition, Morgaine's

Destroyer and Creator are active.

As a mature woman, the

Ruler and Magician lead in Morgaine's life.

Finally, the

Although the above mentioned

Sage dominates in her old age.

pairs of archetypes appear during the major chronological
stages of her life, some archetypes reappear or appear in
their shadow forms because Morgaine has not resolved certain
issues or has not fully integrated the archetype.

Also,

some of the archetypes overlap as Morgaine moves from one
chronological stage to the next.
Early Twenties

Morgaine begins her journey by going to live with her
aunt, Morgause.

Morgaine's Orphan archetype is still

dominant in her life.

She is not taking care of herself,

even though she is pregnant.

Morgause tells her: "You have

not been taking good care of yourself, you need a mother's
care, my little girl

" (Bradley 239).

Yet, Morgaine

resists any help or comfort that Morgause tries to give her.
Pearson writes about the Orphan:

"Orphans are very
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resistant to rescue.

Although Orphans seem to want to be

rescued and even believe they want to be rescued, they
rarely let anyone help them" (85).

When Morgaine does

accept some comfort from Morgause, she says,
t6o old to be such a baby .

.

. " (Bradley 240).

childbirth, Morgaine is an Orphan.
mother were here .

"I know I am
Even in

She says, "I wish my

" (Bradley 245).

Moments before her

son is born, Morgaine calls out, "Mother!

Mother!" (Bradley

2 4 8)

Morgaine's giving birth is symbolic of the beginning of
the birth of her self.

Pearson and Pope state: "Because the

birth of the self is analogous to physical childbirth, the
female hero often experiences the birth of a child and the
emergence of her heroic nature as complementary events"
(198).

However, Morgaine gives her son to Morgause for

fosterage.

She does so for several reasons.

First, giving

one's child up to be fostered was accepted and usually done,
although a mother does not usually do so as soon as Morgaine
Second, Morgause manipulates Morgaine to give up her

did.
child.

Third, Morgaine, under the influence of the Orphan,

feels motherless and, therefore, can not be a mother to her
own child.

On a symbolic level, Morgaine orphans her

authentic self.

She is not capable of nurturing it and

abandons it.
Although Morgaine is still the Orphan because of
unresolved issues, the Seeker and Lover become dominant at
this stage in her life.

She is dissatisfied with life at

H

I I
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Morgause's court.

When she enters a new place at Caerleon,

she thinks:
She was weary of Morgause's court; now she was
back in the mainstream of events, and it was as if
she had been cast from a backwater of stagnant
pond-water into the channel of a racing river.
She felt alive again.

Even at Avalon, quiet and

secluded as it was, she had had the sense of being
in touch with the flow of life; but among the
women of Morgause she felt she was idle, stagnant,
useless.

Now she was moving once more, whereas

since the birth of her son she had been standing
still.

(Bradley 281-282)

As the Seeker, Morgaine is searching for experiences,
places, and people that make her feel alive.

The Orphan

within Morgaine wants to feel loved, secure, and accepted.
The Lover emerges trying to satisfy all of Morgaine's needs
through romantic lo"e.

Because of her unresol •red feelings

for Lancelet, she seeks to feel alive through a romantic
relationship with him.
Morgaine tries to deceive herself by reasoning that she
should seduce Lancelet because it would make Gwenhwyfar
forget him.

Morgaine realizes that she is lying to herself

and decides that she will try to take Lancelet from
Gwenhwyfar, "solely because she desired Lancelet herself"
(Bradley 291).

She, however, is so needy that she is
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willing to be with Lancelet even though she knows that he
does not really want her:

Desperation, she thought bitterly; it is not me he
wants, it is a moment of forgetfulness of Arthur
and Gwenhwyfar in one another's arms this
night.

.

. Through the back of her mind, in

bitterness, was the thought, a princess, Duchess

of Cornwall, a priestess of Avalon, tumbled in the
stables like some dairy maid, without even the
excuse of the Beltane fires.

But she closed it

away from her mind and let his hands move on her
as they would, unresisting.

break Arthur's heart.

Better this than

She did not know whether it

was her own thought or that of the man whose body
was somehow all over hers .

(Bradley 296)

Because of the influence of the Orphan, Morgaine
betrays her inner voice and her own values.
When Lancelet and Morgaine finally have a sexual
encounter, the experience does not fulfill her.

Their

"deliberate lovemaking seemed almost blasphemy" to her
(Bradley 325).

Under the shadow influence of the Lover,

Morgaine blames herself for their failed encounter:
. perhaps it was no more than she deserved,
she had played the harlot in coming to him like
this, perhaps it was her due that he should treat
her as one . . . and she was so besotted that she
had let him take her like this, she would have let
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him do whatever he would, knowing that if she
asked for more she would lose even this .
(Bradley 325).
Because of her obsessive love for Lancelet, Morgaine is
willing to accept any kind of love from him, even if it
degrades her.
Morgaine finally realizes that her love for Lancelet is
a "wreck and disaster" when Lancelet implies that their
sexual encounter is a greater sin, almost incestuous,
because she reminds him of his mother:

"'The sin seems to

me more deadly, I suppose, than it is--I would you were not
so like to my mother, Morgaine--'" (Bradley 326).
Lancelet's revelation destroys Morgaine's idea that romantic
love will satisfy her need for love, security,

acceptance,

and life. As the Orphan, she turns back to Avalon:

"What

have I been doing all these long years, away from my
Goddess?" (Bradley 326).
As the Orphan and Seeker, Morgaine leaves Caerleon to
return to Avalon.

She feels "like a sick child, hurrying to

lay her head in her mother's lap and weep there" (Bradley
399).

Morgaine wishes to return to the safety and comfort

of home instead of accepting pain and loss which cause
growth.

She wants a better life, but, because she is still

influenced by the Orphan, she does not want to experience
the uncertainty, change, and pain to get it.

She,

therefore, becomes a pseudo-Seeker, a Wanderer.

,,
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Morgaine's fear and doubt make her unable to call the
barge, and she decides to walk by the hidden paths to
Avalon.

Because she believes that she is unworthy to return

to Avalon, she can not find her way and is lost in the fairy
world.

This time Morgaine does not escape insanity:

goes mad.

Her ego can not withstand her failure.

she

In the

fairy world, it is as "if she had fallen into a dream"
(Bradley 403).

She falls into a void of forgetfulness and

lives totally in the moment of the sensuous world of the
fairies where there is no pain.
influence of the shadow Fool.

Here, Morgaine is under the
Pearson writes about the

negative or shadow Fool:
The negative Fool may be expressed in unbridled
and undisciplined sensuality--sloth,
irresponsibility, gluttony, lechery, drunkenness .
. The shadow Fool is also expressed in
madness when the Ego cracks and the unconscious
erupts chaotically into consciousness.

The Fool

tricks us into moving out of a continuing
psychological space, but we are then flooded with
too much unsorted psyche material.

The challenge

is either to reconstruct an Ego or to [avoid]
go[ing] under.

(226)

Morgaine is able to leave the fairy world only when she is
awakened by Raven's cry.

Raven's prophecy of Arthur's

betrayal breaks through Morgaine's madness, and "her mind
was suddenly clear for the first time since she had come
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into this country" (Bradley 407).

Morgaine does not know

how long she has been in the fairy world, and she wonders
"suddenly if she were mad" (Bradley 407).
When Morgaine leaves the fairy world, she is in a state
of confusion.

She does not know if the things she

experienced there were "dreams or madness, and her face
stung with shame" (Bradley 408).

She feels shame because

part of her wishes to return to the fairy world, and her
conscious self can not accept her unconscious sexual
desires:
trembling with the memory of a pleasure she had
never known, lying in the arms of the fairy
man--and yet now she was away from the enchantment
it seemed like something shameful, done in a
dream.

And the caresses she had given and

received from the fairy maidens, something she
could never have dreamed without such an
enchantrnent--there had befallen something, too
with the lady

. and now she thought of it, the

lady was much like Viviane, and Morgaine was
shamed too- . . . in the fairy country it had been
as if she had hungered all her life for such
things, and yet in the outside world she would
never have dared it, or even dreamed of it.
(Bradley 409)
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Morgaine's desire to return to the fairy wo�ld is strong,
but she does not go back because of her Caretaker's love and
sense of duty toward Avalon and Viviane.
On the road to Caerleon, Morgaine meets Kevin Harper
who tells her about the e•rents which occurred while she was
away from the court:

the Court's moving to Camelot,

Igraine's death, and Arthu�'s betrayal of Avalon.

As the

Orphan, she comes to Kevin for comfort and compassion.
grief and self-pity, Morgaine "weeps hopelessly .

In

. For my

mother--and for Viviane--and perhaps most of all for myself"
(Bradley 416).
When Kevin shares wit� Morgaine the suffering he has
endured because of his disfigurement, she offers him the
gift of her bed:•. The Caregiver and Lover within Morgaine
emerge, and Morgaine gi ·"es "rvha t the Goddess prompts"
(Bradley 417).

She realizes this is the first time she

freely chooses to ha"e sex and is freely.accepted:

"'.:'his is

the first time, really, that I have done this of my free
will, and had the gift taken simply, as it was offered"
(Bradley 417).
The sexual experience "healed something in her"
(3radle:· 417) because Morgiane finally listens and fo:lows
her own feelings (the prompting of the Goddess).

Whe�

Morgaine follows her own intuition, she awakens her i�ner
Magician who allows her to begin healing herself.

Her

Orphan is healed because she is accepted completely b�•
another person.

Because she is willing to a�cept Kevin
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completely, not in spite of his deformities but because o:
them, she is reflected in Kevin's eyes as beautiful.
However, the reflection is not seen through the eyes of
romantic love like Morgaine's Orphan needed from Lancelet.
The reflection is through the e�es of a man for whom she
"felt only kindness u (Bradley 417).

Neither allow the

sexual experience to be grounded in the myth of romantic
love.
Because Kevin accepts Morgaine's true self, Morgaine
tells him about her sta� in the fairy world.

In turn, Kevin

confesses to her that he has been in that world, too.

He

completely understancis �er experience there, and says, "Some
day, perhaps, when I have lost my fear of madness, I shal�
go to them once agai� u (Bradley 418).

Like Morg2ine's

wandering, Kevin's w2ndering into the wor�d of his
subconscious is a t��e of madness.

Being sensitive to

Morgaine's concerns 2oout what others will think of her
absence, Kevin remincis �:orgaine of her power and autoncm�•:
"It is none of their affair where you have dwelt--you are a
priestess, and your c�nscience is not in the keeping o: ar.J
man alive, not even cf their bishops, or of Taliesin
himself u (Bradley 418;.
Early Adult Life

Morgaine's return to Arthur's court puts her in contact
with Lancelet again.
resurface.
him.

Many of the feelings she has for him

When Lancelet is sick, Morgaine takes care of

In an episode told from Gwenhw�far's perspective, the
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reader learns that Morgaine is still in love with Lancelet:
"Gwenhwyfar caught the look in Morgaine's eyes, and thought,
Why she still loves him!" (Bradley 430).

In the same

episode, Bradley emphasizes that Morgaine still feels bitter
about Lancelet's comparing her to his mother, Viviane.

When

Lancelet jests that Morgaine is acting like a mother and
treating him like a child, Gwenhwyfar notices that "t1crgaine
did not like the jest," and her "laughter sounded bitter"
(Bradley 431).

Later, Morgaine even admits to herself that

"she knew it was still Lancelet to whom she was drawn"
(Bradley 434).
While at Arthur's court, Morgaine's Caregiver is
dominant.

Primarily, s�e waits upon Gwen�w�•far, tends the

sick, and does other ho�sehold duties, such as brewing beer,
spinning, weavi�g, embrJidering, dyeing �lo��, and maK�ng
sweets for the court's �easts.

As the Caregiver, Morgaine

tries to ease Gwenhwyfar's sorro� b:· givi�g her a char� to
increase her fertility.

Horgaine also tells Gwenhwy�ar

that Arthur has a child who is being fostered in Lothian.
Without the influence of the Caregiver, �orgaine would never
ha• 7e revealed such a po:entially dangerous secret.
Because her Caregiver is dominant, r�r�aine thinks of
her s�n often.

She wants to go see him bu� does not go

because Lancelet is going to Lothian.

When Morgaine hears

that Viviane will see Gwyd�on, "Morgaine's heart leapt, and
there was a tightness like pain, or weeping in her throat"
(Bradley 435).

When Kevin returns to court at Beltane, she
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wants to ask about her son, but she does not because she
does not want Kevin to question her.

Morgaine thinks so

much about Gwydion that she even dreams about hi�.

At

Pentecost, Kevin tells Morgaine about Gwydion, and she longs
to know more.
son:

Morgaine regrets that she does not know her

"Truly I should have gone to look upon his face/ long

before this day.

. " (Bradley 487).

Morgaine's son is

never far from her thoughts.
Because her Caregiver is dominant, Morgaine, also,
draws people to her who need the love and caring of a
mother.

When Gwenhwyfar asks for a charm, she follows after

Morgaine ''like a child being led by her mother" (Bradley
443).

When �a�celet and Gawaine get into an argument, it is

Morgaine who d�ffuses it with a jest.

Arthur tells Lancelet

and Gawaine �hat they are "like children, cousins,
squabbling and bickering" (3radley 480).
mother who stofs the� from fighting.

Morgai�e is the

Even when �ancelet

confides to �orgaine that he loves both Gwenhwyfar and
Arthur, Morgai�e has motherly feelings:

"Morgai�e wa�ced

�0

hold him in her arms and rock him at her breast :ike a babe"
(Bradley 482).
Another reason Morgaine is the Caregiver in many of her
relationships :,ith others is that she is scripted to be the
Caregiver.

?earson writes about the script:
Each of us has a script that has been devised in
childhood as a response to what others told you
about what your abilities and options were.
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The script is often a compensation for some early
We try to come up with a plot for our

wounding.

lives that will keep us safer and less vulnerable
to pain.

( 2 92)

When Morgaine was abandoned by Igraine and had to take care
of Arthur, she was scripted as the Caregiver.

Because

Morgaine has had painful ezperiences recently and because
she is living in a society in which women are expected to
take care of everyone's needs, Morgaine comfortably follows
the Caregiver's script.
Not only does the society expect women to take care of
others, but it also expects women to marry.
want and encourage Morgaine to marry.
will marry Lancelet.
marry Kevin.

Arthur hopes that she

Taliesin suggests to M�rgaine �hat she

Gwenhwyfar wants her to consider marrying �ing
sees �riens's son,

Howe';er, when

Uriens.

Many 9eople

she thinks, "there was a proper man" �or a husband (Bradley
490).

Morgaine considers �hat "[s]ooner or later, Arthur

would wish to give her in �arriage; if he should offer her
to Accolon, would she say �o?" (Bradley 490).
Morgaine's attention :s drawn away from Accolon and the
thoughts of mar:riage v1hen she :s reunited ':Tith Vini2:--1e.
Once again, Viviane is goiGg to rescue Morgaine.

She

realizes that Morgaine is =--� danger of being forced into
marriage:

"I will take

�'OU

with me and go, before he

[Arthur] gets it into his head to marry you off to some
braying Christian ass" (Bradley 493).

However, before she
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is able to take 1•1orgai:1e to Avalon, Viviane is murdered by
Balin.
After Viviane's death, Morgaine's Orphan reawakens.
She tries to invoke the Warrior when she demands that Kevin
go with her to take Viviane's body back to Avalon.

However,

she fails because the Orphan causes her to doubt her
worthiness to act in the name of the Goddess:

"I know not

what happened--perhaps it crossed my mi�d, �o, I am not
worthy, I have ::o right

., I have forsa}cer1 Avalon, I cast

it away, by what right then do
Britain?" (Bradley 505).

I

command the Merli� of

After Viviane's burial in

Glastonbury, Morgaine remains the Orphan.
sel�-pity:

She is ful: of

"I was not worthy of Lancelet, I was not worthy

. I c2u2d not tempt hi� tJ do his t:ue
dut:/ to Avalon" (Bradley 505).
Although :krgaine is still influenced by the Orptan,
she attempts· to act like the Warrior.

When it becomes

wel:-known in court tha� Lancelet and Gwenhw�far are �avi�g
an affair, Horgaine fee::..s compelled to stop the sc-:1ndal.
There:ore, she agrees to help Elaine marry Lancelet.

S�e

acts as a shadow Warrior when she decides that ''if Lancelet
were gone from the cour�, then would the scandal be quieted.
And she resolved that whatever she could do to accomp:ish
that end, would be done at once" ( Bradle�· 528) .

She ::_s

determined to do what is necessary, no matter the cos�.

In

ret�rn for helping Elai�e marry Lancelet, Morgaine as�s
Elaine to give her first daughter to Avalon for foste:cage.
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Morgaine acts as the shadow Magician when she t�icks
Lancelot into marrying Elaine.

Because she is influenced

strongly by the Orphan, the shadow Magician and the shadow
Fool (the Trickster) convince her that there is no other way
to save Arthur from the scandal.
she is wrong to trick Lancelet.

Eowever, she knows �hat
When she leads Pellinore

and his daughter's women to the pavilion to catch La�celet
and Elaine having sex, Morgaine thinks of herself as a
dragon:
It seemed to Morgaine that they followed her down
the stairs and c�t the doors as smoothly as the
writhing cf a dragon, a procession with herself
and ?�llinore at the serpent's head.
She even ·vatcr.es the scene witr.. "cr..:el triumph" (Brac::::..e�'
542).

Yet she wants to "beg for them [Lancelet and E::..aineJ

to pardon her" (3rad::..e7 543).

3eca�se she is the Or��an,

she dces not wan� tc accept responsibility for her ac�ions,
and ste rationalizes:
Had s�e [Gwenhwyfar] and �ancelet been honest wi�h
Arthur, had the} fled frcrn the court together, to
live beyond Arthur's kingdom, so that Arth�r could
have taken him another �ife to get an heir �or the
kingdom, then I ·.v0uld not have meddled.
(Bradle�' 5�3)
Morgaine becomes a captor figure when she traps
Lance:et into mar-r�'ing Elaine.

4

Morgaine knows that L2ncelet
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will never love Elaine, yet she knowingly traps Ela:ne in a
loveless marriage.

Morgaine becomes a captor because she is

forced by society to wear the mask of the conventional
woman.

She can not be her authentic self.

Morgaine is

tired of the role and bored with court life; therefore, when
her Caregiver has an opportunity to "help" Elaine and the
kingdom, she does so and becomes a captor.
write about the captor:

"The Captor role is frequently the

oroduct of a conventional woman's
(Bradley 118).

Pearson and Pepe

loneliness and boredom"

In order to ha"'=' a place in Arthur's .court,

:Iorgaine must conform to the rc:e of the conventional woma.�,
the Caregiver.
Morgaine knows that she has more to offer the court and
:he kingdom than t�e conventional role allo�s.

Yet �hen s�e

tries to take action through t�'=' Warrior, t�e Orphan's
i��luences sabotage her efforts, and she acts negativel�.
llorgaine becomes even more of a:-_ Orphan.

Her Orphan -3.nd

Warrior -:empt Kevin to go against Arthur's -.;.:_shes a:::i t:aKe
"iviane's body to Avalon, and s�.e loses Kevi::1 as a love:::-.
The Orphan and Warrior interfere with the relationsh:p
between Lancelet and Gwenhwyfar, and she loses Gwenhwyfar's
friendship:

"G·,enhwyfar hated !ne; at1d that I reqret�ed

most, for in a strange ivay I had loved her" (Sradley 543).
Just as the Orphan perpetua:es being an Orphan, even so
Morgaine's shadow Magician creates negative occurrences in
her life, and her shadow Warrio� creates cor.flict.
Gwenhwyfar's hatred of Morgaine causes her to reveal to

-
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Arthur that he has a son being fostered in Orkne�'-

Morgaine

is then forced to tell Arthur that Gwydion is their son;
this knowledge results in Arthur's telling her "� think it
[is] well you [Morgaine] should not live at court for a
time" (Bradley 564).
an offer of marriage.

He, therefore, tells her that she has
Just as Morgaine tricked Lancelet

into marrying Elaine, even so she is deceivej.

Morgaine

accepts the marriage proposal believing that it is Accolon
who has offered to marry her, instead of Uriens.

Like

Elaine and Lancelet, Morgaine becomes trapped in a loveless
marriage.
Mid-life Transition

In Arthur's court, Morgaine's Caregiver was dominant.
Duri�g her :irs� year of marriage to Uriens, the Caregiver
is active in Morgaine.

She takes care of the household and

Urie�s and becomes a mcther to Uriens's son, Uwaine.

Afte�

the f�rst year of marriage, however, Morgaine experiences a
change.

At the age of �hirty-five, she experiences what

Pearson calls the mid-life transition.

According �c

Pearson, �he mid-life transition is a time of le��i�g ''go of
the identities we spent half our lives creating (our Ego
iden�it�)", and it is a cime "to open up �o a deeper, more
authentic sense of Self" (247).

Morgaine realizes that her

role as � wife and caretaker is too restricti7e and is not
an expression of her authentic self.

She misses Avalon,

feeling like a "shipwrecked sailor, lost in an alien land"
(Bradley 570).

•

Spiritually, she feels "grey and barren"
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(Bradley 571).

She resents taking care cf Uriens.

asks her to do something for him, she thinks:
wife, not your slave" (Bradley 579).

When he

"I am your

Morgaine can not be

authentic self because of the role she has been forced to
play.
When Accolon returns home, Morgaine is acutely aware
that she is middle aged.

On meeting Accolon again, she is:

aware of every grey hair, every line in her face.
now she felt that she was old, ugl�,
undesirable.

She had never thought herself a

beauty, but always before this she had been one of
the younger people, and now she sat among the
aging matrons.

( Bradle�, 57 4)

She t:1inks of herself ,:;_s the "gran-:imcther to Uriens' brood"
(Brad�e:' 576).

Again, she is not comfortable with the role

that she has to play or the way it makes her feel.
When t-lorgaine wa;.:es early one midsummer morning, s:-.e
exper:ences a symbolic reawakening of her se�f.

She

realizes that her marr:age to Uriens was a mistake.
thinks that "[s]he had been a fool.

Ste

Why should she have

accepted compliantly Arthur's word, fearing to embarr,:;_ss
before his fellow kings?" (Bradley 579).

She realizes that

her self is important a�d should not be sacri:iced as �er
shadow Caregiver has a�:owed.
And something in Morgaine, dead or sleeping since
the day she fled forth from Avalon, bearing
Gwydion within her womb, suddenly woke and

I.I
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stirred, moving sluggishly and slow like a
sleeping dragon, a movement as secret and unseen
as the first movements of a child in the womb;
something that said, clear and quiet with her, If
I would not let Viviane, whom I loved, use me this
way, why should I bow m�' head meekly and let
myself be used for Arthur's purposes?

I am queen

in North Wales, and I a� duchess in Cornwall,
:.;here Gorlois's name still means something, a::id I
am of the royal line of Avalon.

{Bradley 579)

One wonders what in Morgaine's self is awakening.

It

is not a wholly good thing because she compares it to a
dragon, and dragor.s are known for their jestructiT.1e po'•1er.
Also, Arthur is associated with t�e dragon.
the Pendrago�.

His banner was

T�e destructive dragon which is awakening in

Morgaine is her excessive ambitic� and her rivalry with
Arttur.

�orgaine describes it as feeling like a child

quickening in the womb.

Some pec?le believed that

quickening was the time that a ctild received a soul.
Symbolically, Morgaine is feeling the awakening oft��
Destroyer within her soul.
Not only is Morgaine the Des�royer, but also she is �he
SeeK:er as she was when she left p._-, alon.
0

She wa::1ts tc be

autonomous, to have a better life, to live as her authentic
sel�.

Morgaine also realizes tha� she can not continue

living in the same manner and tha� she has to change.
understands what Viviane's plans �ere for her, and she

She
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regrets that she did not use the power that she had ever
Arthur to influence him:

"Ah/ what a fool I was.
Noi,r Arthur is the

and I could have ruled--for Avalo:1 !
priests/ creature.

He

And he bears/ still the great swc�d of

the Druid Regalia, and the Merli� of Britai� does nothing to
hinder him" (3radley 581).

With her new awareness, she

knows that she "must take up the work that lfivia:-:e let fa:1..1"
(Bradley 581).

Her regrets that she did not use her power

over Arthur s�Jnal the Seeker's awakened ambitio�.
Although �orgaine does not have a plan in mind, she
knows that she must hide her authentic self and continue her
conventional role as a caretaker.

She decides no� to let

Uriens know o:: the cha�ge within her self:
her only his swee� ccmpliant wife.

"[L]et him think

It meant nothing :o her,

but one da�' i: might mean much to ha·,e his trust, so -::hat
she could do wjat she chose" (Bradley 581).

Morgaine wil:

be the wife a�d mother that socie'::.y expects her �o be un�i:
she can safely reveal her true self.

She is like the female

characters t:ia: Pearso:-: and Pope ·,.;rite a:C'.)ut who ::ee::. tr-ia:.
they are "strangers in a strange land" because ttey de not
fit into socie:y's conventional rcles f�r women:
In a number of stories, t�e female protagonist
discovers fo� the first t�me that ste has a
separate, heroic self, which conflicts with her
con�entional self-image, and she subseq�ent:y
decides, at least for a time, to keep tte
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authentic self hidden a�d to continue to speak and
act according to �he conventional script.

(49)

Morgaine hides behind her conventional role until she can be
her true self.
Just as Morgaine's self is reawakened on a midsummer
morning, even so she is renewed a�d reborn as a priestess at
the blessing of the :ields.

Her sexual feelings for Accolon

resurface, and he he.:..ps her to be reborn.

dorgaine is

reborn in the service of the Goddess, and she also
experiences the rebi�th of her sexualit:·.

When she becomes

aroused by his presence and realizes that she is the "one
most forbidden to him," she �emembers a lesson about karma
which she had heard at Avalcn (Bradley 583).

She was taught

that repeating situa�ions i::: life contain a lesson that must
be learned in t.hi.s i:::::ar::.at.:..on .

.:::ne remembers that "[i]t

comes agai ..1 a_�d agai:: z.1.r1til �/Ou .. :='fe made it part of �/our

s·:Jul and your enduri.:g s;::;ir:.. t" ( B�adley 583) .

Morgaine

understands that one of the situa�icns which repeat in her
life is that e�ery man she desires is too closely related
her according to Christia� .:..a�s (3radley 583).

�0

The

realization makes her question if her ex�eriences are to
make her see the inj�stice of a Ctristian law which she must
help to end.

Morgai:::e never considers that the repeating

karmic lesson is tha� the men she ctose as lovers were too
closely related to he� in the eyes of the Goddess, too.
Because her Warrior is active, she sees the Christians as
the enemy, and, therefore, she sees her own wants and
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beliefs as being the only right ones. This is the first
indication that Morgaine may be possessed by the shadow
See�er who is excessively proud.
When Morgaine blesses the Spring Maiden, she
experiences the power of the Goddess and thinks that she
fee:s "as if she were suddenly reborn" (Bradley 585).
Mor�aine credits Accolon for her spiritual rebirth.
thi�ks:

"I am alive again.

She

After all these years, I am a

priestess again, and i� was Accolon who brought it back to
me.

. ." (Bradley 585).

Although Morgaine feels reborn,

she joes not show it outwardl�.

She continues to play the

con�entional role and leaves the ritual, "her face a mask"
( Br c. j 1 e �, 5 8 5 ) .
Secretly, Accolon -3.nd Morgaine enact the mids1Jinmer
fertility ritual together.

Morgaine feels that she and

Accc:on experience more than sexual intercourse.

They

per:�rm "a magical act of passionate power" (Bradley 58�).
Accc:on is actually "reconsecrating me [llorgaine] priestess"
(Brailey 588).

Al�hough Accolon may not be an appropria�e

love� for Morgaine according to the laws cf Christi-3.nity or
the �oddess, Accolon does help Morgaine begin to reclai� �er
role as priestess, to li T Te as her authentic self.

Her

Crea�or awakens and the possibilities of li:e 09en :or r.er.
Pearson writes about the awakened Creator:
When the archetype of the Creator is active in our
lives, we are conscious of a sense of destin�' and
a responsibility to develop a vision for our lives

L
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and to carry through on that vision.

We may feel

that if we do not do so, we will lose our
Souls.

. The Creator pushes us out of

inauthentic roles to claim our identities.
However, the only way to be able to be true to
oneself is to know that one will do so whatever it
costs.

:171)

Because Morgaine's Creator awakens, she realizes what she
must do with he� �ife, even though it is a frightening
prospect for her.

She must become a priestess again.

She

thinks:
I knew already, shaking with terror, what must be
done.

- did not know how, or whether, alone, :

could de what I had begun, but as I had been made
priestess so many 1ears ago and renounced i�, so
must I �etrace my steps alone.

This night I iad

been given a great grace; but I knew there woulj
be no mere signs �or me and no help given u�til _
had made myself, alone, unaided, again the
priestess I had been trained to be.

( Bradley 58 9)

�orgaine works several years in secret to beccme :je
priestess she once was.

Events in Morgaine's life affirm

that she is accepted by the Goddess as a priestess.

��e

little folk leave :1er a gift of mushrooms which aid the
Sight, and Morgai�e sees it as a sign that her time of
penance is over (Bradley 591).

Kevin reminds her duri�g

Pentecost at ArthGr's court that she is still needed ct
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Avalon (Bradle�' 617).

A convers2tion with Lancelot about

his children reminds Morgaine that she should take Nimue to
Avalon for fosterage ( Bradle�1 612.) .

She is pulled by events

in her life to begin acting as a pr�estess of Avalon and to
return there.
The more Morgaine feels like a priestess within her
self, the more she is called upo� to act as one.

Her

Magician is awakened through her role as priestess.

Whether

consciously or unconsciously, Mo�gaine's �agician makes her
outer world reflect her inner wor:d.
our inner and ou-::er worlds ha"e

2

According to Pearson,

s�'!Tlbiotic relations:-.ip in

which the inner world draws "to �s experiences [in the outer
world] that mate� our inner real��ies" (135).
Just as Morgaine was tested �he� she f�rst became �
pries�ess, even so ste is tested :nee she is rebJrn as a
priestess.

She has to face her =�ar of being unable t�

enter Avalon wte� she takes Nimue t.�ere f:r fosterage.
Morgaine fears that she will be ��able to call the barge and
open the mists i::o A'1alon.
feels pride in her self:

When s:-:e passes t.he test, s:-1e
"She l�::�ed her head proudl:· .

Howe":er she had c:-1anged, however :."".',ar::/ the :;ears that la:;
between, she was Morgaine of Ava:�n, priestess of the Great
Goddess" (Bradley 636).
While at hva:on, Morgaine is reconsecrated as a
priestess by Raven.

Raven retur�s Morgai�e•s silver

crescent amulet which she had le:� on the day that she fled
Avalon.

h

In a ritual in which Rave� and Mcrgaine lick �he
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blood from small cuts they make on their breastbones,
Morgaine symbolically renews her vows to Avalon and her
sisters of the island.

Her rebirth as a priestess is

Yet, Morgaine realizes that she can not stay in

complete.

Avalon because her work in the outside world remains to be
done.

When she finds a rose-hip berry on her pillow, it

syrnboli zes for her that "·.-.rhat I

[Morgaine: am must be

hidden, as the rose lies hidden within the seed" (Bradley
Morgaine still can not show her tr�e se2.= in the

640).

outside world.

She must act as a secret hero.

Before Morgaine leaves Avalon, she meets with Niniane,
and together they decide that Morgaine must make sure that
Accolon s�cceeds to the throne of Wales.

However, Morgaine

stresses �:1at she will rwt cornmi t murder even for Avalon.
Yet, Niniane impresses u�')n Y!orgaine that she must do
whatever the Goddess asks of her, even if it means that
Morgaine must kill Aval2.och.

Morgaine is caugt� between her

strong sense of duty to Avalon and the Goddess and her own
values.

3ecause she has just renewed her vows to Ava.2.on a:--;e::i

the Goddess, Morgaine asse�ts that she wi:l do what ever the
Goddess demands:

"Mcrgiane bent her head and whispered,

':ve

are all in her hands'" (Bradley 642).
Niniane also charges Morgaine with t� e task of making
Arthur honor his oath to Avalon, or she mt:st take back
Excalibur.

In essence, Niniane is requir�ng

be the Warrior for Avalon.

.l...'.- ..-..-1-

L: !Cl L.

dorgaine

Morgaine is called to Avalon to

serve, and she feels humbled when she rea=._izes it:

"With
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unexpected humility, she realized why she had been sent
here" (Bradley 642).

She knows that she should have been

the Lady of Avalon, but now she must accept Niniane as
Avalon's ruler and become the Warrior.
Morgaine returns to North Wales as the Warrior.
still wears the mask of the conventional woman.

She

Unable

outwardly to be her true self, and, without Accolon there,
Morgaine's Orphan and shadow Lover influence her and make
her have doubts:
She missed Accolon like a constant ache; in his
presence she was what he always saw her--high
priestess, confident of her goals and herself.
But that was secret between them.

In the long

lonely seasons, Morgaine experienced recurrent
doubts and dreads; was she then no more than
Uriens though� her, a solitary queen growing old,
body and mind and soul drying and withering?
(Bradley 656)
When Accolon returns home, Avalloch confronts Morgaine
and accuses her of infidelity to Uriens.

He challenges

Morgaine when he says to her:
Let me tell you, lady, you may cozen my father as
you will, but he is old, and on the day I am made
king in this land, be sure there will be no more
grace extended to those who have lived on because
my father cannot forget that once he wore the
serpents!

(Bradley 664-665)
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Avalloch's threat makes Morgaine realize that she must carry
out Niniane's charge to make sure that Accolon succeeds to
Urien's throne.

She must see that Avalloch dies.

Bradley makes sure that readers are aware of Morgaine's
motives:
This, then was her task:

to make certain that

Accolon should succeed his father, not for her own
sake or for revenge, but for the sake of the old
worship which she and Accolon had brought back to
this land.

(Bradley 667)

As the shadow Warrior, Morgaine believes that her own
motives are unselfish; however, her motives are suspect
because her altruism is colored with pride.

She emphasizes

that she and Accolon are the ones who have returned Goddess
worship to the land.
Morgaine could have made Accolon responsible for
Avalloch's death if she were acting totally selfishly;
however, she makes sure that Accolon stays home and is not
with Avalloch when he dies:

"His [Accolon's] hands must be

clean; he must be here when the news comes . . . " (Bradley
667).

Accolon stays with Uriens while Morgaine weaves the

spell for the sow to gore Avalloch to death.
Morgaine acts under the shadow shadow infulences of the
Magician, Warrior, Creator, and Destroyer when she weaves
the spell of Avalloch's death.

As the shadow Warrior, she

fights a battle to end the oppression of Christianity and to
save her life; as the shadow Magician, she uses magic to
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change reality by becoming the sow; as the shadow Creator,
Morgaine follows her intuition about how to proceed; and as
the shadow Destroyer, Morgaine, in the form of the SON,
kills Avalloch.
One could argue that Morgaine is acting not under the
shadow influences of the Destroyer, Magician, Warrior, and
Creator because she is acting under the orders of Avalon.
One could also argue that Avalloch's death is a casualty of
war. However, Pearson's definition of the shadow Destroyer
includes "the destruction of others (including murder, rape,
defamation of character)"

(Pearson 146).

becomes ill after killing Avalloch.

Also, Morgaine

The magical act of

murder is on some level harmful to Morgaine,
self-destructive.
Killing Avalloch prepares the way for Accolon to rule
the western part of the kingdom and the Tribespeople.

In

order for Accolcn to be accepted by the Goddess, he mJst be
tested.

When Morgaine leads Accolon into the fairy world

and calls upon the Horned One to test Accolon, she is acting
as the Magician.

Symbolically, she is leading Accolo� into

his subconscious.

As Morgaine had faced her subconsc�ous in

the fairy world, even so Accolon must face his subconscious.
As the Magician, Morgaine opens an alternate reality,
another world.

According to Pearson, traveling to ot�er

worlds and realities is part of the Magician's role.

The

I

journey to another world "throws people into their

j
jI

subconscious material and into their right-brained

l

•

•

I
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knowledge, and into what Jung called the 'collective
unconscious'" (Pearson 196).
During the time of Accolon's testing, there is
confusion over Morgaine's identity.

Both Accolon and

Morgaine experience this confusion.

When Morgaine looks

into the pool she sees her own reflection change into that
of the Lady of the fairy world.

When she hears a voice,

Morgaine can not distinguish if it is her own or the Fairy
Lady's.

Accolon can not tell if the lady he sees is

Morgaine or the Fairy Lady.
never that you .

He tells Morgaine, "I knew

. you look like her, Morgaine .

"

(Morgaine 679).
The confusion over Morgaine's identity springs from her
changing identity during her mid-life transition, her
inability to be her authentic self in a society which
expects her to be a conventional woman, and Avalon's
expectations of her to save Avalon, the worship of the
Goddess, and the kingdom.

Because Morgaine is operating

within what Pearson calls right-brained knowledge,
Morgaine's identity confusion also comes from her Magician:s
realization that she is interconnected with all that is in
the universe.

The fairy lady is a part of Morgaine, and

Morgaine is a part of the fairy lady.

Morgaine thinks "But

I am she [the fairy lady]" (Bradley 679).

However,

Morgaine's reaction to seeing herself as the Fairy Lady is
not positive.

When she sees her reflection change in the

pool, "something in her crawled in terror at what she saw in

. .'
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those eyes" (Bradley 677).

Morgaine sees the darkness

within her self which she fears.
The setting and imagery of death and darkness in the
passage give evidence that Morgaine sees the dark side of
her self, the shadow Destroyer and the shadow Magician.
Morgaine is in an ancient forest, and she is "buffeted,
struck and battered by the wind" (Bradley 678).

A solar

eclipse occurs and there is the sound of thunder "from a
dark and cloudless sky" (Bradley 678).

A piglet roots "in

dead leaf mold" at the feet of Morgaine and Accolon (Bradley
67 8)

•

The episode concludes with Morgaine and Accolon having
sexual intercourse during the eclipse.
described as violent, like rape.

The sex act is

Accolon tears at

Morgaine's dress, and, although she allows him to have sex
with her, she feels "stunned" (Morgaine 679).

She lies

passively on the ground "as he thrust blindly into her"
(Bradley 679).

Morgaine feels "she had no part in this"

(Bradley 679).

The violence adds to the feeling that the

testing is a negative, destructive ritual and foreshadows
the death and destruction to come.

This negative testing

originates from the dark side of the Goddess.
As the Warrior, Morgaine returns-to Camelot at
Pentecost.

During this time Arthur allows the Saxons to

swear an oath of loyalty to him and Christianity on
Excalibur.

Because Excalibur was used as a Christian

symbol, Morgaine becomes enraged.

In the name of Avalon,
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Morgaine demands that Arthur return the sword to the Holy
Regalia.

When Uriens is given the opportunity to support
She feels that he has

Morgaine's demand, he fails to do so.
deserted her.

Also, when Arthur tells Morgaine that Kevin

advised him to use Excalibur in the Saxon oath, Morgaine
thinks that Kevin is a traitor.

Arthur refuses to give back

the sword, and Morgaine feels that she has been betrayed
three times.

Morgaine thinks:

"Arthur had betrayed both

her and Avalon; Uriens had played her false as well, Kevin,
too, had betrayed her . . . " (Bradley 720).
Although Morgaine feels betrayed and wants to strike
out, she realizes that "he [Arthur] will never see why what
he has said is wrongll (Bradley 718).

As the Warrior,

Morgaine knows when retreat is prudent.

That she has

thought of another plan of attack is evident when she
thinks:
[H]ad he [Arthur] been braced for her to raise the
matter of the sword again?

No, my brother, not

ever again before this court; when again I stretch
forth my hand for Excalibur, it will be in my ow�
country and in the place of the Goddess. (720)
Arthur then agrees to go with Morgaine to Tintagel to
investigate Duke Marcus's claim to Cornwall.

Morgaine wants

everyone to think that the matter is settled and that she
will not cause any trouble in order to be able to carry out
her next attempt to get Excalibur.
"must charm them .

She thinks that she

. . so they think no harm" (Bradley 721).

r
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Although Morgaine is acting under the orders of Avalon
to reclaim the sword of the Holy Regalia, her motives are
still suspect because she mentions that she will be "the

Queen, ruling for the Goddess ll if her plans are successful
(Bradley 720).

The dragon of ambition and pride, caused by

the influence of the shadow forms of the Magician, the
Destroyer, and the Warrior, are still awake in Morgaine.
Kevin tells Morgaine as much when he warns her to be careful
how she acts in the name of the Goddess:
Avalon, I tell you, beware!

"Morgaine of

Dare you set your face against

the fates that rule this land?" (Bradley 727).

When

Morgaine responds that she is doing the will of the Goddess,
Kevin tells her:

"The Goddess--or your own will and pride

and ambition for those you love?
you, beware.

Morgaine, again I say to

For it may well be that the day of Avalon is

past, and your day with it" (Bradley 728).
Acting as the shadow Magician, the shadow Destroyer and
the shadow Warrior, Morgaine begins her journey with Arthur
and Uriens to Tintagel.

Sending Accolon ahead to wait for

them, she sets her plan in motion.

Instead of trying to get

Excalibur back while in Cornwall or Avalon, Morgaine leads
the men into the fairy world.

Because the Destroyer is

dominant, Morgaine's values are destroyed.

As the shadow

Warrior, she resorts to lying and trickery to get what she
wants.

When she lies to Arthur and Uriens about where they

are going she thinks:

"Oh, as a maiden in Avalon I was so

•i
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proud that I spoke only truth!

Is it queencraft, then to

lie, that I may serve the Goddess?" (Bradley 729).
As the negative Magician she leads Arthur into the
alternate reality to destroy him.

She knows that because of

her actions "Avalon, through her hand, would bring him
[Arthur] down" (Bradley 730).

Yet, she deceives herself by

trying to rationalize what she is doing to Arthur.

Morgaine

tries to relieve herself of the responsibility for Arthur's
possible death, even though she is arranging the
circumstances:

"I will not hurt him Mother . . . yesr I

will take from him the sword of the Holy Regalia and give it
into the hands of one who will bear it for the Goddess r but
I will never lay hand on him .

"(Bradley 730).

However,

Morgaine finally realizes that "one of them [Arthur or
Accolon] must ciie, brother or lover" (Bradley 734).
knows that she will never be happy again:

She

"Whatever comes

of this day, she thought, never again, never again sjall I
know a moment's happiness, since one of those I love must
die

"(Bradley 734).
After Morgaine and Uriens leave Arthur and Accolon in

the fairy world, she makes an admission of responsibility
for her actions, and she further admits the deterioration of
her values.

When she considers aborting Accolon's child,

she thinks:

"My hands will already be stained with the

blood of one I love" (Bradley 735).

When she lies to Cai

about Arthur's whereabouts, she thinks:

"If I can kill,

lying is no sin so great . . . but somehow she felt

' ;

',,.
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contaminated by the lie, she was priestess of Avalon and she
valued the truth of her words . . . " (Bradley 735).
Morgaine's Magician and shadow Magician are at odds.

As the

shadow Destroyer and the shadow Magician, she takes the
potion to abort her child, something she could not do when
she was pregnant earlier in her life.

She aborts the child

partly because she fears that bearing it will kill her and
partly because she fears it would be a monster.
Morgaine is consumed by the shadow Destroyer.

Before

Morgaine miscarries, she has a vision of Arthur and Accolon
fighting and can not tell which one will survive. However,
she knows that one of the men will die.
she thinks:

Very near death,

"Since Accolon or Arthur must die, she too

would go into that shadow .

" (Bradley 741).

Morgaine

wants to die, too.
When Morgaine recovers enough from the sickness of
losing her child to get out of bed, she dresses and prepares
herself "to hear that Arthur is dead" (Bradley 742).

In

denial, she is sure that Accolon will live and she will be
the Queen.

She dresses in her best clothes and feels

"herself tall and commanding as befitted a queen" (Bradley
742).

Never before had she felt this way except when she

had been using the glamour of the Goddess to intimidate or
trick others.

This time, Morgaine is deceiving herself

because she realizes that the corpse on the horse could not
be Arthur and she does not want to face Accolon's death.
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At first, Morgaine denies the possibility of Accolon's
death.

Yet, when she finally sees Accolon's lifeless body,

she responds:

"'No,' said Morgaine.

'No.'

She heard her

own voice like an echo, not even sure what she wanted to
deny" (Bradley 743).

Morgaine wants to deny death, the

failure of her plans, and the shadow Destroyer within
herself, but she can not admit these desires.
Morgaine is so consumed by the shadow Destroyer that
she tries to kill Uriens when she realizes that he is all
that she has left in her life.

She believes that Uriens and

Arthur both should be dead because they broke their vows to
protect the old worship.

She sees Accolon's death as an

injustice because he was trying to preserve the old ways:
[B]ut now he [Uriens] was doddering around in the
fullness of his useless old life and Accolon was
dead, Accolon who sought to bring back all that
his father had pledged and forsworn, all that
Arthur had vowed to Avalon and forsaken .

and

nothing was left but this ancient dotard.
(Bradley 744)
The only thing that prevents Morgaine from killing Uriens is
Uwaine's love and his calling her mother.
Later, Morgaine recovers from her violently emotional
state and, not accepting her failure, believes that the only
thing left for her to do is to get Excalibur back herself.
Still under the influence of the shadow Destroyer, she
leaves behind her life with Uriens and all the things which
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he has given her.

She goes to Glastonbury intending to kill

Arthur.
As the Magician, Morgaine casts a spell upon the nuns
so that they will let her pass into Arthur's room.

She

tries to kill Arthur; however, the Caregiver within her, her
love for Arthur, and the memory of Igraine will not allow
her to do so:
She had killed before this.

She had sent Avalloch

without hesitation to his death, and not three
days since, she had slain the harmless child in
her womb .

. . he who lay sleeping before her was

the greater traitor, surely. . .

ah, but ·this

was the child Igraine had placed in her arms, her
first love, the father of her son, the Hor�ed God,
the King.

( Bradley 7 49)

On the brink of insanity, Morgaine realizes that she can not
kill Arthur.

It is her belief that she will see her mother

in the afterlife which finally prevents her from murdering
him:
No.

There has been too much death.

We were born

from a single womb and I could not face my mother
in the country beyond death, not with the blood of
my brother on my hands.

(Bradley 749)

Instead of killing Arthur, Morgaine takes the scabbard.
With Arthur in pursuit, she throws the scabbard into the
lake and hides until Arthur leaves.

!:
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She

Ill and suicidal, Morgaine returns to Tintagel.

feels that she has lost everyone that she ever loved, and
she does not care what happens to her:
I had killed or thrust from me or lost to death
everyone in this world I had ever loved.

Igraine

was gone, and Viviane lost to death

Accolon

was gone . . . Arthur was my enemy; Lancelet had
learned .to hate me . .

. Gwenhwyfar feared and

loathed me, even Elaine was gone now .
Uwaine .

. . hated me too.

. . and

There was none to care

whether I should live or die, and so I did not
care either.

(Bradley 7 52)

Morgaine is experiencing the shadow form of the Destroyer.
She is willing herself to die.
Morgaine's experiences, however, open her to the
rebirth of her soul and her authentic self.

For the second

time, Kevin, through his healing Mag�cian, brings Morgaine
out of her depression with his music.

He tells her that she

is needed in Avalon and that she must accept her fate:
I do what the Gods have given me to do, no more,
and you do the same.

And indeed if your doom

shall be to see the end of the world we have
known, why then my dearest love, let that doom
find us each in our appointed place, serving what
our God has given us to serve.

It is laid on

me to recall you to Avalon, Morgaine, I know not
why .

. . . Morgaine, your place is in Avalon, and
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mine where the Gods shall decree.
you can be healed.

And in Avalon

(Bradley 754)

Two days after Kevin's visit, Morgiane returns to
Avalon.

Once her healing begins, Morgaine realizes that the

dragon within her self was her own ambition for power and
position:
I had known enough of power, I was content to lay
down the burdens of the world; it was time to
leave that for others . . . There at last I could
mourn for Accolon--not for the ruin of my hopes
and plans

I could see now what madness they

had been; I was priestess of A,"alon, not Queen.
(Bradley 757)
FroIT. he� early twenties to midlife, Morgai�e is
dominated by shadow archetypes.

Her journey reve�ls that

during this period in her life she is struggling :� be her
authentic self.

She is trying to find not only her self but

also her purfose in life and her place in the wor:d.
she seeks to find them in the love of Lancelet.
fails, she tries to return home but can not.
drives her mad.

First,

When she

Her failure

Only hearing of Arthur's betraya2. of A�ralon

returns her to sanity.

She is reminded of her quest and has

purpose in her life again.
diirection o� her quest.

However, Morgaine still lacks
Instead, she attempts to conform

to the patriarchal ideal of a woman's role in society.

She

takes care of people; however, she does not take care of her
self.

t
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After Viviane's death, Morgaine is consumed by the
shadow archetypes.
in life:

She tries to fulfill Viviane's purpose

making sure the Goddess and Avalon continue to

exist in the world.

Even though she rejects the patriarchal

role of the woman as wife, mother, and caretaker and returns
to the Goddess as her priestess, almost every action
Morgaine takes is destructive to her self and others.
After Morgaine fails completely and is suicidal, Kevin
heals her and reminds her of her place in the world and her
purpose in l ife.
self.

Morgaine is finally able to look into her

She realizes that her place in the world is Avalon,

and her purpose in life is to be a priestess of the Goddess.
With new insight, she recognizes that her downfall has been
her ambition and pride.

t
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Chapter Four
Morgaine:

Journey to Redemption

Maturity

After Morgaine is healed in Avalon, she is a
pseudo-Ruler.

She falsely believes that she is filling the

role of Lady of Avalon and attaining the peace of the Ruler.
According to Pearson, "The Ruler creates a peaceful and
harmonious kingdom by becoming peaceful and harmonious
inside" (182).

Morgaine believes that she has done this and

says of this period of her life:
[B]ut I lived, and I was in Avalon, and it was my
task now to be Lady there.

I do not know how many

years I dwelt in Avalon before the end.

I

remember only that I floated i� a vast and
nameless peace, beyond joy and sorrow, knowing
only serenity and the jittle tasks of every day.
(Bradley 758)
However, Morgaine has never really taken over the reign
of Avalon.
obligations.

She has only retreated from the world and her
She states that it is her task to be the Lady;

however, Bradley does not mention that Morgaine is making
any leadership decisions at this time.

Only "the little

tasks of every day" are mentioned (Bradley 758).
has not encountered any problems.

Morgaine

In essence, Avalon is

running itself, or Niniane is really still acting as the
Lady.

Morgaine mentions that "Niniane stood ever at my

side" (Bradley 758).

One can infer that Niniane still has
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some role as leader of Avalon.

Morgaine has deceived

herself into believing that she is acting as the Ruler and
that she has attained inner peace.

Instead, this time in

her life seems more like a dream, a sleeping death, than a
Her partial amnesia, not

period of enlightened peace.

" (758), symbolizes the

knowing "how many years
falseness of her peace.

Morgaine's self-deceptive inner peace, however, is
disturbed by Raven's prophecy of the stealing of the Holy
Regalia and the end of Avalon.

Morgiane thinks:

"[M]y mind

returned to the things of that world I had hoped to leave
forever behind" (Bradley 759).

Raven's prophecy is even

more foreboding because of the thunderstorm which follows
it.
The imagery of the episode in which Morgaine, Raven,
Niniane, and Nimue consult the sacred mirror in order to
find out the truth and decide what to do is even more
ominous.

The four priestesses are "like spots of blackness

in the white and watery world" (Bradley 762).

The imagery

of the four priestesses calls to mind the fourth face of the
Goddess, the dark face.

When Morgaine sees in the mirror

that Kevin has stolen the Holy Regalia, "her face was like
stone" (Bradley 763).

When the sunlight hits the mirror,

Morgaine thinks that "it seemed as if all the world burned
in the light of a flaming cross" (Bradley 763).
her eyes and covers her face.

She closes

Raven tells Morgaine to let
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the Holy Regalia go because the Goddess will take care of
them.

Morgaine considers Raven's advice and thinks:
The Holy Regalia were but tokens, surely the
Goddess had let this befall them as a sign that
Avalon needed these things no more, that they
should go into the world and be in the service of
(Bradley 763)

men. .

However, Morgaine covers her eyes and "turned away from the
light" (Bradley 763).

The imagery is evidence that Morgaine

turns away from the truth.

She should let go of the Holy

Regalia; however, she can not relinquish control of them.
She does not have the faith to let the Goddess deal with the
problem.

She is immovable as stone and as rigid and

intolerant as the Christian priests whom she condemns.
Morgaine is under the influence of the shadow Ruler.
Pearson writes about the shadow Ruler:
Anytime we feel a compelling need to control
ourselves or others and an inability to trust the
process, the shadow Ruler has us in its
grip . . . . Indeed, we may either feel cut off
from any clear sense of inner reality or obsessed
with our Soul reality so that we refuse to
compromise in any way with the needs of others or
the demands of the time and the place in which we
live.

.

Evil tyrants act out all the traits of

the shadow Ruler .

. . . They are

. prone to
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either indolence and self-indulgence or spartan
rigidity and intolerance.

(187)

Morgaine does not trust the Goddess to deal with Kevin, nor
does she trust Raven's, nor her own, first instincts.

She

has withdrawn from the outside world and can not understand
She

Kevin's vision of the Holy Regalia used in that world.
is rigid and intolerant of any view but her own.

Morgaine feels that the Holy Regalia must be returned
to Avalon and that Kevin must die for stealing them.

She

believes that the Holy Regalia would never have been stolen
if she had not given up so much of her power and control:
She, Morgaine, would deal with the Holy Regalia.
They had been left in her care, and if only she
had taken her proper place here instead of
reveling in sorrow and considering her own
comfort, this could never have come to pass.
(Bradley 763)
Morgaine regrets letting things go out of her control and
blames herself, e ·en though she needed the time of healing.
Under the influence of the shadow Ruler, Morgaine
decides that she must take control again and sends Nimue to
Camelot to seduce Kevin, enchant him, and bring him back to
Avalon.

Morgaine and Raven travel on foot to Camelot

disguised as beggar women.

Before going to Camelot,

Morgaine is fearful for Raven.

The night before they arrive

in Camelot, Raven weeps and is afraid that she will die
while they are there.

The phase of the moon foreshadows
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Raven's death.

The women cling to one another for comfort

during the dark moon, "affirming life in the shadow of
death" (Bradley 765).

When Raven stops weeping, "she lay

like death" (Bradley 766).

Morgaine thinks:

"I must let

her go even into the shadow of death if that is the will of
the Goddess .

.

. n (Bradley 766).

However, she can not deal

with the thought on an emotional level:

"And she could not

even weep" (Bradley 766).
Morgaine and Raven arrive at Camelot on Easter morning.
When Morgiane realizes that Bishop Patricius intends to use
the Holy Regalia in the mass, she prays to the Goddess:
am thy priestess, 0 Mother!
(Bradley 770).
Goddess.

"l

Use me, I pray, as you will! n

Morgaine gives up her will and relies on the

The Magician and the Lover within, and the

Goddess, transform the moment into a miracle.

Morgaine,

with the help of Raven's strength, bears the chalice to
everyone in the hall.

Followers of Christ and followers of

the Goddess worship together; the old worship and the new
are united during the miracle.
However, Morgaine still can not fully give up her
control.

After everyone drinks from the cup and eats from

the dish, Morgaine and Raven send the Holy Regalia to Avalon
with the Great Magic.

The Regalia have been defiled and can

not be used in Avalon's service again, and Morgaine wants to
make sure that the Christians can not use them either.
Morgaine thinks:
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Never again may they [the Holy Regalia] be used
for our own magic among the ring stones, for they
have been defied by their moments on a Christian
altar.

But never again will they be profaned by

priests of a narrow God who would deny all other
truths.

.

(Bradley 772)

Her attitude of doing the Goddess's will is gone.

Also,

after her healing in Avalon, Morgaine mentions that she
learns about Christ from some Christians who come to Avalon
and that she attains new insight:

"I came to see that my

quarrel was never with the Christ, but with his foolish and
narrow priests who mistook their own narrowness for his"
(Bradley 758).

However, Morgaine has lost this insight and

still blames the Christian God and not the priests.

She

reverts to her old thinking and to doing her own will.

She

mistakes her own narrow thinking for that of the Goddess,
and under the influence of the shadow Ruler, she becomes
like the "foolish and narrow priests" (758).
That Morgaine is doing her own will also is evidenced
in her response to Gawaine's oath to find the Holy Grail.
Morgaine thinks:
772).

"Yet he played into her hands" (Bradley

.I

Significantly, the antecedent of her is Morgaine and

not the Goddess.

Morgaine's reasons for waiting to take

away the Holy Regalia until after they were used in the
Christian mass are revealed when she thinks:
Now this quest, they think, will unite them again
in the old fervor.

Once again they are the

i l'

\

I

/
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Companions of the Round Table, but this will
scatter them to the four winds

. in the name

of that God you would set above Avalon, Arthur!
The Goddess works as she will . . .

(Bradley 773)

·Morgaine's real intentions are to destroy Arthur's kingdom.
Her rivalry and antagonism toward Arthur are still alive.
She wants to hurt Arthur, and, again, she thinks that she is
doing the w ill of the Goddess.
When Morgaine prays for the Goddess's will to be done,
she acts as the Magician and the Creator who unite Christian
and Goddess worshiper.

She knows "with certainty that all

her life had been preparation for this moment when, as the
Goddess herself, she raised the cup between her hands 11
(Bradley 770).

Acting as the priestess of the Goddess, her

purpose is to bring together the old worship and
Christianity.

However, when Morgaine uses the Great Magic,

she is the shadow Magician and the shadow Destroyer.

When

she sends the Holy Regalia out of the Christian world to
Avalon, she limits the way that the Goddess can be
worshipped in the world and in Avalon.

I
l

Raven's death is evidence that the Great Magic and
taking the Holy Regalia out of the world are destructive.
It is the use of the Great Magic which kills Raven.
Morgaine thinks:

"The weight of that Great Magic had been

too much for the terrified woman [Raven]" (Bradley 773).

On

some level, Morgaine realizes that by using the Great Magic
she was doing her own will because she feels responsible for
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Raven's death.

I

Morgaine thinks:

"I have killed her too.

Truly, truly, now have I killed the last one I had to love"
(Bradley 773).

Bearing Raven's body from Camelot, Morgaine

thinks "she would always be alone" (Bradley 774).
When Nimue returns with Kevin to Avalon, Morgaine is
the shadow Ruler and the shadow _Destroyer.

Believing that

she is the Lady of Avalon, Morgaine feels she has to enforce
Avalon's laws and punish Kevin for his treason and
blasphemy.

Morgaine even consults the Druids who agree that

Kevin must die slowly and painfully; however, Morgaine is
reluctant to judge him.

She realizes that "he [Kevin] had

been perhaps her only friend, man or woman, in her entire
life" (Bradley 800).

However, she thinks her responsibility
Morgaine

as Lady of Avalon requires her to have him killed.

sees herself as the Destroyer in her role as the Lady:

"But

now she must face Kevin in the person of the avenging
Goddess, the Death-crone, the ravening sow who will devour
"

her own young, the Great Raven, the Destroyer . .
(Bradley 800).

She is the shadow Ruler of Avalon.

When she judges Kevin, Morgaine tempers her sentence
Instead of

with as much mercy as she feels is allowable.

having him tortured, she has him killed quickly.
Morgaine feels ashamed that she has him killed.
asks herself:

"Why do I feel so shamed?

However,
Morgaine

I showed mercy; I

could have had him tortured" (Bradley 801).

Morgaine feels

shame because she knows that Kevin "has done what the

Goddess has given him to do" (Bradley 801).

She knows that
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it is wrong for Kevin to be killed and that she is directly
responsible for it. She did not follow Raven's advice nor
her own instincts to let the Goddess take care of Kevin and
the Holy Regalia.
The injustice of Kevin's death is reinforced by the
storm which occurs at tne time of his death.

At the very

moment when Kevin is killed, lightening strikes the sacred
oak and splits it in two.
bad omen:

Morgaine sees the occurrence as a

"How could she turn this omen, for omen it surely

was, aside from the impending destruction of Avalon?"
(Bradley 802).
Morgaine's actions as the shadow Ruler and the shadow
Destroyer are seen in Nimue's death as well as in Kevin's.
Morgaine is responsible for Nimue's death because as the
shadow Ruler she ordered Nimue to enchant and betray Kevin.
When Nimue brings Kevin to Morgaine, Morgaine realizes:
"She [Nimue] loved him, too; the spell rebounded on her.
should have known .

.

I

. that so powerful a spell would have

rebounded en its maker"

(Bradley 799).

Yet, Mcrgaine never

considers t�e effects on Nimue until it is too late.

Her

shadow Ruler and shadow Destroyer are too concer�ed with the
manipulation and destruction of Kevin to consider Nirnue's
welfare.

Kimue commits suicide, and, ultimately, Morgaine

is responsible.
Old Age
Morgaine describes the time after Kevin's death as
bleak.

She sees the destruction of Avalon and of Arthur's
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kingdom.

For Morgaine, as the Seeker and the shadow Sage,

·it is a time of questioning and searching for the truth
about the Goddess.

Just as the Companions of the Round

Table are questing for the Grail, even so Morgaine is
questing for spiritual truth and understanding.

She

questions if the Goddess has deserted Avalon and if the
Goddess really appeared in Camelot or if it were only an
illusion.

Morgaine arrives at the answer:

"I have called

on the Goddess and found her within myself'' (Bradley 803).
Morgaine gains the knowledge of the spiritual quest but
fails to learn the lesson.

According to Pearson, the

Seeker's spiritual quest for truth "helps us learn that God
is within us" (131). Pearson also writes that once one has
learned that God is within, one should return from the
interior quest and share one's gifts with the world, "dying
to one's egotism and being reborn in love for all humankind"
(131).

Morgaine knows the truth that the Goddess is within

her, but she fails to return to the world.
Avalon.

She stays in

She is still egotistical and unable to love all of

the world.

Morgaine gains knowledge but not the wisdom of

the true Seeker because the knowledge does not change her.
Under the influence of the shadow Sage, the knowledge
leaves her with a feeling of loneliness and alienation
because she interprets it to mean that she is alone and that
there is no Goddess except her self.

Her feelings are a

result of her egotism and the shadow Sage.
about the shadow Sage:

Pearson writes

"When this Shadow has us in thrall,

•
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we feel cold, empty, and threatened by others" (217).
Morgaine feels that she has only herself to look to "for
comfort or counsel" (Bradley 803).

She feels that she has

"no Goddess now to turn to; none but her unguided self"
·(Bradley 803).

When she does call upon the Goddess,

Morgaine sees herself, nothing, or, sometimes, the women in
her past:

Igraine, Viviane, and Raven.

the Goddess" (Bradley 803).

Together, "they are

The loneliness and alienation

Morgaine feels also result from her seeing the Goddess as
these women who are dead.

She is the only one who lives,

leaving her to question if the Goddess is dead, too.
Occasionally, Morgaine sees the Knights of the Round
Table seeking the Grail, "following dreams and glimmers of
vision and the Sight" (Bradley 803).

Just as Morgaine can

not find the Goddess, and her own use of the Sight is
failing, even so the knights can not find the Grail.
Morgaine sees the failure to find the Grail as a just
punishment on Arthur:

"Truly the Grail was no blessing to

Arthur's court, but a curse .

. . . And rightly so, a curse

to the traitor who would have profaned
804).

it .

." (Bradley

Morgaine believes that the Goddess took away the

Grail "into the realms of the Gods, so that mankind might
never again profane it" (Bradley 804).
that it should be so" (Bradley 804).

Morgaine is "content
Her reason, however,

comes from the grudge she still bears against Arthur.
Because she hates the Christianity of Arthur's court,
Morgaine believes that the Grail is defiled, and she has "no
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notion of how to cleanse it" (Bradley 804).

Since she can

not cleanse the Grail so it may be used in Avalon, she is
content that those Christians in Camelot can not use it
either.
When Lancelet visits Morgaine in Avalon, they discuss
the fact that Galahad would be a Christian king and the fact
that the world is now predominately a Christian one.
Morgaine states about the Christian world:

"I think I care

not to live within that world, Lancelet" (Bradley 809).
Lancelet agrees with her and states his reason for his
visit:

"So I came to seek Galahad, for though he will be a

Christian king, I think he would be a better king than
Mordred
thinks:

(Bradley 809).

Morgaine becomes angry and

"I am not the Goddess!

choose!" (Bradley 809).

It is--it is not mi�e to

Morgaine's anger originates from

her shadow Orphan. She feels abandoned by the Goddess.
Also, Morgaine's ang�r is her way of denying responsibility
for the things that have occurred, most of which she chose,
and the repercussions of her actions.

Morgaine does not

want to become invol ·ed in the world or in the politics of
the kingdom again.
When Lancelet talks about the knight's vision of the
Grail, Morgaine thinks:

"And the final irony was this:

that her [the Goddess's] holiest of visions should inspire
the most passionate legend of Christian worship" (Bradley
810).

Morgaine has difficulty accepting that everything

that she has done in the name of the Goddess has only aided
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the spread of Christianity.

As the shadow Sage, the only

way that Morgaine can live with the things that she has done
is to believe in fate:
Sometimes I believe, Lancelet, that it does not
matter what we do.

The Gods move us as they will,

whatever it is that we think that we are doing.
We are no more than their pawns. .

. . I must

believe that I had no power to do other than I
have done.

(Bradley 810)

Morgaine also has the cynical attitude of the shadow Sage
toward knowing what is the truth:

"But does it not seem to

you, cousin, that ever, in this world, evil wears the face
of gocd?

Sometimes I feel it is the Goddess who makes the

wrong appear the right . .

" (Bradley 811).

Morgaine's

shadow Sage is questioning how anyone can know what is the
right thing to do, how anyone really can tell good from
Pearson writes about the shadow Sage:

evil.

"Such persons

[shadow Sages] tend toward cynicism because of a heightened
awareness of their inability of knowing anything for sure
and of the imperfection of all life" ( 216) .
Lancelet asks Morgaine to use the Sight so that he may
.L J.. [1(i

GalahdO,

e111d

Morgaine agrees to oelp him.

A0

i...l1ey waik

toward the Holy Well, a crow flies overhead and Morgaine
hears Raven's voice in her mind telling her what to do.
the Magician, Morgaine leads La�celet to the chapel in
Avalon.

Without explanation, Morgaine pricks her finger

with a piece of the Holy Thorn and smears the blood on

As
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Lancelet's forehead.

Like Israelites who protected

themselves from the Angel of Death by marking their doors
with blood, Morgaine, as the Caregiver and the Magician, is
protecting the uninitiated Lancelet.

Through the shifting

realities, Morgaine and Lancelet see Galahad partake of the
Grail and die in the chapel on Ynis Witrin.

Lancelet can

not stand the light of the Grail and falls to the floor.
When Lancelet collapses, the Grail appears in the chapel on
Avalon, and Galahad's body is lying beside Lancelet.
When Lancelet revives, he tries to take the Grail, but
Morgaine prevents him.

Again, Morgaine's Caregiver and

Magician protect him because she knows that Lancelet will
die if.he touches the Grail.

As the Creator, Morgaine

convinces Lancelet to leave the Grail in Avalon so that it
may be the "one glimmer of hope
vision for man to follow" (814).

and one source of
Morgaine creates the

possibility of a vision of hope for humankind.

Morgaine

sends Lancelet back to Camelot with Galahad's body and the
message that the quest for the Grail is over.
Morgaine's second experience with the Grail begins to
awaken the true Sage and Magician within her.

She realizes

that the Goddess is not dead but is alive in her:
I am the queen [Fairy Queen] now.
There is no Goddess but this, and I am she .
And yet beyond this, she is, as she is in Igraine
and Viviane and Morgause and Nimue and the queen.
And they live in me too, and she .
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And within Avalon they live forever.

(Bradley 815)

However, Morgaine indicates that the Goddess is only alive
in Avalon and in those who have served the Goddess.
Morgaine's thinking that she is now the queen reflects that
she believes that Avalon and the Goddess have faded from the
outside world like the land of the Fairy Queen.
Morgaine sees, through the Sight, Niniane's death and
the chaos in Arthur's kingdom.

Her visions strengthen her

belief that the Goddess does not exist in the world outside
of Avalon.

Morgaine thinks:

"Truly the Goddess had

departed, even from Avalon, and I, mortal as I was, remained
there alone

"

(Bradley 865).

Now, Morgaine doubts

the Goddess exists even in Avalon because she is unable to
help those in the world.

Her helplessness, however, is a

result of her staying in Avalon.
Although Morgaine is removed from the world, her true
Magician has a vision of the confrontation between Arthur
and Modred.

She is able to step into the vision and to beg

both men not to fight, to realize that their hatred is not
for one another but for her.

Each man accuses Morgaine of

rejecting him, and, therefore, being responsible for his

I

turning away from the Goddess.

When the vision ends,

Morgaine sees herself as a failure:
failed!

"I had .failed, failed,

I was false to the Goddess, if indeed there was any

Goddess except for myself; false to Avalon, false to Arthur,
false to brother and son and lover
sought was in ruin" (Bradley 867).

. and all I had
It is necessary :or
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Morgaine to see her failures in order for her to be able to
return to the world to try to help Arthur and Modred.
Morgaine takes the barge to try to stop Arthur and
Gwydion from killing one another.

In the barge, she feels

the presence of the Goddess, her past, and the parts of her
self with her:
I stood in the barge alone, and yet I knew there
were others standing there with me, robed and
crowned, Morgaine the Maiden . . . Morgaine the
Mother .

. the Queen of North Wales .

Dark Queen of Fairy .

the

or was it the

Death-crone who stood at my side? (Bradley 876)
The four women with Morgaine in the barge symbolically
represent the four faces of the Goddess.

They are a part of

Morgaine's whole self and represent Morgaine's acceptance of
the good as well as the evil (darkness) within her self.
Morgaine arrives too late to stop Arthur and Gwydion
(Modred).

Gwydion (Modred) is dead, and Arthur is dying.

Before Arthur dies, Morgaine tries to get him to throw
Excalibur into the lake. When Arthur refuses to do so, she
gives the sword to Lancelet to throw into the lake.
As the Caregiver, Morgaine comforts Arthur while he is
dying.

When he asks her why they had failed, Morgaine

replies:

I

You did not fail r my brother r my love r my child.
You held this land in peace for many years r so
that the Saxons did not destroy it . . . . If this

•
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land had fallen to the Saxons when Uther died,
then would all that was beautiful or good have
perished forever from Britain.
fail, my love.

And so you did not

(Bradley 868)

Morgaine is unsure if she is speaking the truth, or if she
is merely comforting him.

Yet, she believes that what she

is saying is out of her love for Arthur.

Arthur dies in her

arms after she promises him that she will never leave him

I

again.
A year after Arthur's death Morgaine's journey comes to
an end.

As the Magician, Morgaine has a dream about

Lancelet's death.

Thinking that the dream may possibly be a

warning that time was passing swiftly in the world, Morgaine
feels that she must plant a cutting of the Holy Thorn on
Viviane's grave while she is still able to move between
Avalon and the outside world.

Morgaine's Creator wants part

of Avalon to carry on the the outside world.

After arriving

on the island of the priests, Morgaine sees monks carrying
Lancelet's body to the church and realizes that her dream
was true.

One of the monks tells Morgaine that Lancelet had

been recently made a priest, and, as the Sage, Morgaine
realizes that Lancelet had won the prize at the end of his
.journey:

"So far you came in your search for a God who

would not mock you, my cousin! . . . She could not feel
grief; not now, when she had seen the reflection of that
faraway light on his face u (Bradley 871).
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While at Viviane's grave, Morgaine meets a nun.

She

begins to understand that in many ways the nuns and the
priestesses of Avalon are alike.
dresses similarly to her:

She notices that the nun

"a woman in a dark robe not

unlike her own, with a white veil over her head, approached
her" (Bradley 872).

When the nun and Morgaine pray together

for Viviane, Morgaine marvels that she is praying with a
Christian:

"Never did I think I would stand side b� side

with one of these Christian nuns, joining with her in
prayer" (Bradley 872).

The circumstances make Morgaine

remember what Lancelet said in her dream:
One .

." (Bradley 872).

"For all Gods are

When Morgaine asks for a drink of

water and the nun tells her that they only drink from the
chalice well, Morgiane is reminded again of how she and the
nuns are alike:

"It was like Viviane's voice in her ears:

The priestesses drink only the water of the Sacred Well"
(Bradley 872).

As the true Sage, Morgaine begins to really

understand that there is little difference between the
Christian nuns and herself.
Morgaine asks the abbess, Lionors, if she may plant the
Holy Thorn from Avalon on Viviane's grave.
to Avalon as "that unholy land" (Bradley

Lionors refers
873).

Morgaine

tells her "Unho_ ly it is not. . . . Think--would the
foster-father of Christ have struck his staff there if the
land had seemed to him evil?
everywhere?" (Bradley 873).

Is not the Holy Spirit
Lionors agrees and sends

novices to help Morgaine plant the Holy Thorn.

Again,
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Morgaine sees similarities between the priestesses of Avalon
and the Christian nuns:

"they reminded her of the girls in

the House of Maidens" (Bradley 874).

When the novices refer

to Morgaine as "Mother," Morgaine is also reminded of the
maidens in Avalon:

"(Morgaine] realized that they were

speaking to her with the same deference and respect as any
of her own maidens in the House of Maidens, as if she were
an elder among them"

(Bradley 874).

,

After planting the Holy Thorn, Morgaine completely
becomes the true Sage and the Fool when one of the novices
take her to see the sisters' chapel.

Seeing the statue of

Mary, she knows that it is the Christians' version of the
Goddess:

"Morgaine drew a shaking breath and bowed her head

before the Goddess" (Bradley 875).

However, when Morgaine

sees the statue of Brigid, she realizes that the Goddess
will always be in the world:
But Brigid is not a Christian saint . . . That is
the Goddess as she is worshipped in Ireland.

And

I know it, and even if they think otherwise, these
women know t11e poi-rer of the Immortal.
as they may, she will prevail.

Exile her

The Goddess will

never withdraw herself from mankind. (Bradley 875)
When the novice shows Morgaine the Holy Thorn outside
of the chapel, Morgaine understands that many of the things
which she did in the name of the Goddess were due to her own
pride and willfulness.

Morgaine thinks:

could meddle in this?" (Bradley 875).

"And I thought I

After the novice
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leaves, Morgaine goes inside the chapel and prays.

She

recommits herself to the will of the Goddess:
Mother . .

. forgive me.

I thought I must do what

I now see you can do for yourself.

The Goddess is

within us, yes, but now I know that you are in the
world too, now and always, just as you are in
Avalon and in the hearts of all men and women.

Be

in me too now, and guide me, and tell me when I
need only let you do your will. . . .
(Bradley 876)
Morgaine finally has her own vision of the Grail in the
Christian chapel:

"she saw a light on the altar, and in the

Lady's hands and the shadow, only the shadow, of a chalice
. . " (Bradley 876).

Morgiane's vision helps her to

understand that the Grail is for everyone and that :t can
not be kept hidden in Avalon:
here.

It is everywhere.

"It is in Avalon, but it is

And those who have need of a sign

in this world will see it always" (Bradley 876).

Morgaine

feels her mother's, Igraine's, hands blessing her, and her
vision is over.
After asking for forgiveness and receiving it
through the blessing of Goddess, which symbolically
represents Igraine and part of her self, Morgaine is able to

lj

come to terms with her life and her self.
sees herself as a failure.

She no longer

Morgaine realizes that what she

told Arthur as he was dying was the truth.

She thinks:
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No, we did not fail.

What I said to comfort

Arthur in his dying, it was all true.

I did the

Mother's work in Avalon until at last those who
came after us might bring her into this ivorld.
did not fail.

I

I did what she had given me to do.

It was not she but I in my pride who thought I
should have done more.

(Bradley 876i

Morgaine thinks about going to see Lionors and talking
about the old days; however, with the nonattachment of the
Sage, she thinks:

"No.

She was filled with the same

tenderness for them as for the budding apple trees, but that
time was past" (Bradley 876).

Returning to Avalon,

MorgiaDe realizes that "[h]er work was done" (Bradley 976).
:,:orgaine ends her j ourne�· successfully.

Al though some

readers may see Morgaine as a failed hero because ste does
nci:: defeat Christianity and saT1e Avalon from fading out of
the world, she is a successful hero.

The Gcjdess still

remains in the world, the vision of the Grail is av�ilable
to those who need it, and the Eal�' Thorn is g:::-owing in the
world.

She is a successful hero because she followed her

own path, which was to serve the Goddess and aid in the
understanding of the world, her purpose in life, and her
self.

Morgaine does reject the Goddess, yet she returns to

her and, finally, asks forgiveness of the Goddess, receiving
her blessing.

Even though she is under the shadow

influences of some of the archetypes many times in her life,
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she overcomes their influences. Her inner journey being
completed, Morgaine becomes the Sage.
Morgaine does not remain in the world.

Although she

gives no explanation, one can infer that she does not stay
because the world has changed too much.
world is past, and she belongs in Avalon.

Her time in the
Therefore,

Morgaine returns to Avalon having won the prize at the end
of her journey:

the acceptance of her self, the assurance

that she successfully completed her life's work, and the
knowledge that the Goddess still lives in the world.
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Chapter 5
Niniane:

Struggle for Autonomy

Although the reader does not see much of Niniane in The
Mists of Avalon, she is an important character because she
· is the Lady of Avalon during the crucial end times of Avalon
and Arthur's reign.

Niniane's quest is the same as

Viviane's and Morgaine's:

she is seeking the restoration of

Avalon and the Goddess in the world.

However, Niniane

allows her love for Modred to interfere with her decisions
as the Lady which causes the failure of her quest.

She is

also constantly struggling to be her authentic self, not
only in a position she feels unworthy and unqualified to
hold, but also in a world where the patriarchal Christian
society is destroying her matriarchal society of the
Many times Niniane is ruled by shadow archetypes

Goddess.

and is unable to defeat the inner and outer dragons she
faces.

Ultimately, Niniane's struggle for autonomy in the

patriarchal society and her love for Modred cause her death
and end her journey prematurely.

However, Niniane dies a

hero having overcome her shadow archetypes and proclaiming
her self.
Niniane becomes Lady of Avalon because Morgaine flees
Avalon, renouncing it and Viviane.

She becomes the Lady

because she is Taliesin's daughter and because there is no
one else.
inadequate.

From the beginning, Niniane feels that she is
When she first meets Viviane who wants Niniane

to look into the Sacred Well for her, Niniane is afraid that
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she will fail because she does not have much of the Sight:
"Viviane suddenly understood--the girl was frightened of
failure n (Bradley 350).
Even after Niniane has become Lady of Avalon, she still
feels inadequate.

Niniane tells Kevin:

Kevin, not for one day since Viviane died and they
came to set me here, have I been allowed to forget
that I am not Viviane, that after Viviane I am
nothing.

Even Raven follows me with her great

silent eyes that say always, You are not Viviane,
you cannot do the work Viviane spent her life to
do.

I know it well--that I was chosen only

because I am the last of Taliesin's blood and
there was no other, that I am not of the royal
line of the Queen of Avalon!

No, I am not

Viviane, and I am not Morgaine, but I have served
faithfully here in this place when I sought it
never and when it was thrust upon me because of
Taliesin's blood.

I have been faithful to my

vows--is this nothing to anyone? (Bradley 593)
As the shadow Orphan, Niniane's self-esteem has been
wounded.

She does noL £eel that she is good enough to be

the Lady.
criticized.

She feels like she is constantly being judged and
Niniane responds to the criticism she feels

with the shadow Caregiver when she asks: "[I]s this nothing
to anyone? n (Bradley 593).
what I have done for you!

n

She is the martyr crying, "Look
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..

Niniane's concern that she is constantly being
criticized in not unfounded.

Many characters say that she

is not the rightful Lady and that she does not have the
qualities to rule Avalon.

When Viviane is still alive, she

. mentions in Niniane's presence that Morgaine is to be the
ruler of Avalon:

"But she [Morgaine] will return to Avalon

at the appointed time.

There is a place awaiting her which

she must take" (Bradley 464).

Also, Viviane never names

Niniane as her successor even though she has plenty of time
to do so.

When Morgaine first meets Niniane she feels that

"Niniane was no more than a child, sitting in play in the
high seat" (Bradley 641).

Although Morgaine accepts Niniane

as the Lady, she later feels that "[s)he [Niniane} is no
true priestess . . . she was chosen only because she was
Kevin even tells Morgaine:

Taliesin's kin" (Bradley 761).

"Niniane will never have the power to rule" (Bradley 754).
Niniane is an ineffectual leader particularly after
Morgaine's return to Avalon.

Althouqh she i.s still

rP.e:ogni 7,P.rl somP.whrit .::is thP. nil Pr of Avril on, shP. rP.Ai l.y mrikP.s
no important decisions.

Her lack of leadership is

particularly e,.ridenced in F�,.Jalon' s dealings \.. 1ith Ke,.,in i..1hen
he steals thP H0ly Regalj_�.
when Morgaine, Raven, Nimue, and she consult the Sacred Well
to determine who has betrayed Avalon.

When Morgaine insists

that they look into the mirror, Niniane replies that she
does "not put much faith in such things" (Bradley 762).
does seem to conduct the ritual.

She tells Nimue to look

She
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into the mirror.

She even ends the ceremony saying, "Our

work is done here.

Come, Mother--" (Bradley 764).

She devises

Morgaine is the one who makes the decisions.
the plan to seduce and punish Kevin.

However,

At first, Niniane

seems to be content to do nothing even though it is she who
has been recognized as the Lady.
When Kevin is brought to Avalon, Niniane does not
pronounce his punishment.

It is Morgaine who judges him.

Niniane wants Kevin punished, and she does not want to
listen to what Kevin says:

"Are you saying it is for the

sake of the Goddess that you betrayed the Holy Regalia into
the hands of the priests? . . . Why then you are mad as well
as forsworn!

Take the traitor away!" (Bradley 800).

However, Morgaine interferes and usurps Niniane's power when
she stops those who begin to take Kevin away.

Morgaine

sends Niniane to see that her orders are carried out, and
Niniane obeys her.
t
\

In Morgaine's presence, Niniane is not

the ruler of Avalon.
Although she is being criticized, Niniane does not
respond with her inner Sage who would say that she is doing
her best and is meeting her own standards.

I

feel inadequate if her Sage were present.

She would not
Instead, Niniane

is unable to defeat the dragon of her own, and other's,
criticism because of her low self-esteem.

She is unable to

claim the power of her position and is constantly struggling
with her own identity as Lady of Avalon.

She feels that she

is nothing in comparison to Viviane and Morgaine.

Niniane's
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feelings of inadequacy and self-doubt lead her to make poor
decisions as Lady.

Moreover, Ninaine's relationship with

Modred influences her to make poor choices for Avalon and
herself.
When Niniane and Modred first meet, they form an
attachment to one another.

Modred is attentive to Niniane.

When she stumbles, he quickly helps her:

"As Niniane was

stepping up on the dais she stumbled, and Gwydion [Modred]
was swiflty there, with a ready hand and a polite word"
(Bradley 465).

Modred sits at Niniane's feet after Viviane

chastizes him (Bradley 468).

He even rests his head on

Niniane's lap (Bradley 474).

Modred is just a boy when he

and Niniane meet; however, Morgause wonders if Modred's
attention to Niniane is due to the fact that he is
"beginning to take notice of a pretty woman" (Bradley 4 65).
Later reflecting upon their relatio�ship, Niniane feels
that she is Modred's lover and mother:
My lover and my child.

Is this why the Great

Goddess has no husband after the Roman fashion,
but only sons, as we are all her children?

And I

who sit in her place must feel my lover as my son
too

. for all those who love the Goddess are

her children.

(Bradley 598)

Niniane takes care of Modred when he first comes to Avalon.
Later, their relationship changes when they share the
Beltane rites.

Although Niniane feels that Modred initiated

their love affair, "it was by craft that he had come near to
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her in the fire rites" (Bradley 598), she does not reject
him later:

"she made it clear that she wanted him, and he

had not said her no" (Bradley 598). Their relationship is
tainted with incestuous overtones.

As Modred's caregiver

and teacher, Niniane's taking Modred as a lover is unethical
at best.

In her relationship with Modred, Niniane is

influenced by the shadow Lover.
Niniane's love for Modred influences the decisions she
makes as the Lady.

Kevin warns Niniane that Modred will

fail if he attempts to challenge Arthur's throne and if she
lets her decisions be ruled by her love for Modred:

"Do not

seek to push Gwydion so swiftly he will be destroyed, merely
because he is your lover" (Bradley 597).

Later, Kevin tells

Morgaine that Modred has control over Niniane:

"Niniane is

Gwydion's love and his creature" (Bradley 754).
Even Niniane is aware of the power that Modred has over
her.

When Modred convinces her to make the Great Marriage

with him, Niniane feels "as if she were trying to stand
against some relentless tide that would sweep her away"
(Bradley 599).

The Great Marriage in which Niniane and

Modred are to take part is symbolic of their relationship.
Niniane agrees to be the Spring Maiden in the ceremony;
however, she is not a virgin.

Just as their relationship is

a perversion of love, even so the Great Marriage they will
perform is a perversion of the rite.

When she is alone,

Niniane knows that she should not have agreed to play the
Spring Maiden:

"How had she come to agree to this?

What,
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in the name of the Goddess, was this power in Gwydion
[Modred], that he could make all men do his will?" (Bradley
599).

Niniane's shadow Lover and weak Warrior make her

unable to deny Modred what he wants.
When Niniane goes to Camelot with Modred, she still
does whatever he asks of her.

Under the influence of the

shadow Lover, Niniane leaves Avalon and becomes one of the
Queen's ladies and tries to gain Arthur's confidence.

Only

when Modred claims himself to be part of patriarchal society

I

I

and renounces the Goddess does Niniane rebel against
Modred's control of her.

When Modred becomes jealous of her

relationship with Arthur, Niniane says to him, "Was it not
you who told me to gain his confidence?" (Bradley 849).
claims her independence:

She

"I account to no man on this earth

for what I do with what is mine--yes, mine and not yours.

I

am not Roman, to let some man tell me what I may do with
what the Goddess gave me" (Bradley 849).

Niniane strongly

believes in a woman's right to choose her lovers.

Earlier,

when she went with Viviane to bring Modred to Camelot,
Niniane stated that she would not betray another woman by
creating a scandal over the woman's lover, even if it were
for the good of the kingdom (Bradley 473).

Even her

relationship with Modred is based on her right to choose her
lover.

After Niniane's visit with Kevin, she thinks:

"If I

choose to take a man to my bed, that is for me to say
even if that man should be my pupil, and only a boy when he
came here!" (Bradley 597).

She becomes angry with Modred

II
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because he is judging by Arthur's Roman patriarchal values,
not Avalon's:

"Will you let a kingdom rise or fall because

of some notion of how a man should keep his women in bonds?"
(Bradley 850). ·
Modred renounces the Goddess when he tells Niniane that
the world has changed:
The world is no longer a great womb bearing
men--now the movement of men and armies settles
things .

.

. . Those women who live i� the world

that is coming will need men to guard them.

The

world now, Niniane, is not one of Goddesses, but
of Gods, perhaps of one God.

(Bradley 851)

Modred is taking away any power that women have when he
accepts that patriarchy of the changing world.
Specifically, he is taking away Niniane's rema�ning power
and the power of the Goddess.
When Modred asks Niniane if she will betray Gwenhwyfar,
Niniane wishes "that she had the power of Morgaine, the
power of the Goddess, to rise like a bridge from earth to
sky and strike him down with the lightning force of the

i
i

ourtaged Goddess" (Bradley 851).
Modred's control of her.

Niniane rebels against

As the Warrior, the Seeker, and

the Magician, Niniane claims her own individuality and
personal power:

"Am I to help you by betraying a woman who

has taken the right the Goddess has given to all women, to
choose what man she will?" (Bradley 851).

When Modred tries

to reduce Gwenhwyfar to being less than a woman of Avalon,

l'.}$,t½f{''
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to being a Christian woman without rights, Niniane says, "no
. by the Goddess, I will not.

And Arthur's treachery to

Avalon is nothing to yours!" (Bradley 851).

Using his

physical strength against her, Modred grabs Niniane and
commands her to do his will.

Unwilling to succumb to

Modred's control and his patriarchal values, Niniane
struggles to free herself and threatens Modred:
me?

Not in a thousand years!

"Command

. Beware, you who have

laid hands on the Lady of Avalon!

Arthur shall know now

what sort of viper he has taken to his breast!" (Bradley
852).

Niniane's threat to expose Modred and to take away

his position and power causes her death.

In a rage, Modred

strikes Niniane and kills her.
Niniane's struggle with Modred for personal power and
autonomy symbolizes the struggle of women within a
patriarchal society.

Niniane serves as an example of those

women who fight to claim their power within the patriarchy.
Autonomous, powerful women threaten the status quo of the
patriarchy.

When women will not accept the values of the

patriarchy, women must withstand verbal and physical
bullying to conform.

Failure to conform can lead to death.

Pearson and Pope write about women who go against
conventional societal values:

"A failure to act according

to the values of convential society may result in social
ostracism, poverty, madness, or death" (17).
because she challenged the patriarchy.

Niniane dies
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Niniane's archetypal journey reveals her development as
a hero.
Lover.

Before her death, Niniane overcomes her shadow
Through her Warrior, she finds courage and strength

to stand up for what she believes.

Ruled by the Seeker, she

proclaims her autonomy and independence as a woman and
reaffirms her status as Lady of Avalon.

As the Magician,

not accepting the patriarchal reality, she claims her
personal power.

Although she is murdered before her quest

finished, Niniane dies a hero, fighting for the right to be
her authentic self.
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Conclusion
Since The Mists of Avalon is considered by most readers
to be a feminist work, one might assume that Bradley
portrays Viviane, Morgaine, and Niniane as successful heroic
· characters, particularly since all three characters hold
powerful positions in society.

However, this is not true.

Although culture and society affect each of the women, the
success of each woman's journey is determined by how she
responds to her inner archetypes and the external dragons
she faces.

When the women appropriately use their inner

archetypes and learn the lessons of each archetype, they are
able to defeat the dragons they face, whether internal or
external.

When they do not allow their archetypes to

strengthen and enlighten them, the dragons defeat the
characters, killing them or leaving them psychologically
defeated.
Overall, Viviane, Morgaine, and Niniane face the same
external dragons.

Each woman struggles against the

Christian patriarchy.

However, each woman confronts her own

multitude of interior dragons, ranging from pride,
self-centeredness, and self-destructiveness to
j�dgmentalism, intimacy problems, aLd controlling othe�s.
Pearson lists these qualities on her chart (19).
In their fight with the dragon of the Christian
Patriarchy, all three women fail.
killed by the Christian patriarchy.

Viviane is symbolically
Balin represents the

Christian patriarchy who believes that strong, independent
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women are evil.

Since Viviane does not conform to the

Christian patriarchal values and ideas of women's

l

subordinate role in society, she is killed.

Not only is

Viviane killed because she does not conform to gender role
expectations, but also because she challenges the very
foundations of Christian belief by insisting that the
patriarchy be tolerant of Goddess worship.

Although she

fails in her quest, Viviane's martyrdom does serve as a
symbolic union of the Goddess and the Christ because she is
interred in Glastonbury.
Like Viviane, Morgaine fails to defeat the Christian
patriarchy.

After trying to conform to the Christian

patriarchal gender role expectations, she rejects the
society's values and returns to the values of Avalon.
Despite all of her efforts to change the kingdom, Morgaine
fails and, finally, accepts that the world has changed.

The

values of Avalon are no longer the norm, and she retreats to
Avalon because she knows that she can not be her authentic
self within the Christian patr:archy.
Niniane is killed, like Viviane, because she refuses to
conform to the Chrisiian patriarchal gender role
expectations.

She challenges the authority of the

patriarchy over women and the belief that there is only one
God.

Although Modred, who represents the patriarchy, does

not believe Niniane is evil, he does not believe that she
has any spiritual power because the Goddess does not exist
any longer.

He insists that she give up her personal power.

:«Nttt
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Niniane's claiming her independence and, therefore,
threatening the patriarchy results in her death.
Viviane, Morgaine, and Niniane have varying degrees of
success on their inner journeys for autonomous, whole
selves.

Morgaine is the most successful because she is able

to complete her journey and gains understanding of her self
and the world.

Both Viviane and Niniane are �urdered before

they can complete their journeys.
many of her inner dragons.

Viviane never defeats

She struggles with her pride,

her lack of intimate relationships in her (li:e which result
in loneliness), and her need to control others.

Niniane

dies while trying to defeat her inner dragon of obsessive
love and her lack of personal power.

She also struggles

with her identity as the Lady of Avalon.
Morgair..e confronts many more inner drago::-,s than '!i ..iane
and Niniane.

She battles her pride, her inti�acy problems

and obsessive loves, her need to control others, her
self-centeredness, her identity confusion, her
self-destructiveness, and her judgmentalism.

By the end of

her journey, Morgaine has defeated her inner dragons.

She

understands that the Goddess lives within her self.
Morgaine also understands that not only is the Goddess
within her, but also the Goddess still remains in the world.
She comes to terms with her life and with her self.
Examining the heroes' quest for self and the quest to
destroy the Christian patriarchy, one can conclude that, for

l

the hero to be successful in the world, she must first be
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successful on her quest for self.

Both Viviane and Niniane

ignore or sacrifice their selves, Viviane for position and
Niniane for love.

Although they are courageous, the only

amount of success they attain as heroes comes, too late, at
their deaths.

Morgaine is a more successful hero because

she gains an understanding of her self.

She realizes that

her struggle with the patriarchy for her Goddess was not
necessary.

The battle was not hers to fight.

Her true

battle was to understand her self and her purpose in the
world.

Morgaine's understanding is what makes her a

successful hero.
Bradley realistically portrays female heroes.

The key

to the realistic portra1al of Bradley's heroes lies in their
struggles with universal dragons:

excessive pride,

self-doubt, obsessive love, identity confusion, ccntrolling
behaviors, self-destructiveness, and judgementalism.

The

heroes are also realistic because they do not always defeat
the dragons.

Like most humans, the characters learn from

their struggles or repeat their mistakes, facing the dragons
again.

The complexity of Bradley's heroes also adds to

their realism.

Each hero's degree of success on her journey

is determined by how she confronts the dragons and if she
attains an understanding of her self.

Using Pearson's

archtypes helps the reader determine the heroes' motives or
reasons for their actions and thinking.
Because Bradley realistically portrays female heroes,
the the reader gains an understanding of all women's

l
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Archetypes and Addictions
ARCHETYPE

ADDICTIVE QUALITY

ADDICTION

Innocent

Denial

Consumerism/sugar/
cheerfulness

Orphan

Cynicism

Powerlessness/worrying

\Vanior

Stoicism

Achievement/success

Caregiver

Rescuing

Caretaking/ codependence

Seeker

Self-centeredness

Independence/perfection

Destroyer

Self-destructiveness

Suicide/self-destructive
habits

Lover

Intimacy problems

Relationships/sex

Creator

Obsessiveness

Work/creativity

Ruler

High control needs

Control/codependence

Magician

Dishonesty (image)

Power/hallucinogenic
drugs/marijuana

Sage

Judgmermlism

Being right/tranquili::ers

Fool

Inebriation

Excitement/ cocaine/
alcohol

(Pearson 19)
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